EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
BUREAU OF THE BUDGET
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

SEP 2 5 1939
. 1\11."40I-Z712.,11X.r.`.4 FOIZ TEE PRESIDENT
Subject: Space Task Group Report

This iremorandm presents a summary of my views on the Space Task Group
Report and my recommendations as to the next steps in the decision process.
I was an observer on the Space Task Group and, as such, participated in its
discussions on the future of the space program, reserving the right to
present to you my independent judgment as your Budget Director.
The report sets forth an excellent catalog of technical possibilities for
the future. however, standing by itself, it has several shortcomings. In
my view, these shortcomings impair its completeness as a vehicle for your
final decision.
=••••••1111...••••••••••

1. The report does not clearly differentiate between the values of
the manned space flight program versus a =eh less costly unmanned program
with its greater emphasis on scientific achievement and potential economic
returns.
2. The Space Task Group could not, nor did it try to, assess the
relative still-Kling of the space program in our full range of national priorities.
In order to do this, you might wish to have the report reviewed by the Cabinet-and perhaps the Security Council as well.
3. The Group could not address the future economic context within which
recommended
space expenditure increases would have to be considered.
the
4, The report is written in such a way that your endorsement of any of
the recommended program options implies endorsement of major new long-term
devE.A.cprent projects, which are included in all three of the program options.
Therefore, in a practical sense, the report C]. Ies jEt little flexibility
except as to timing (and therefore annual costs). The impact of this is
only slightly softened by the assertion that the rate of progress taaard
the goals would be subject to annual budget decision. This reservation
has very practical limits. All the defined options involve significant
budget increases over current levels.
5. The Bureau of the Budget has not had the opportunity to review in
detail the estimates set forth. on page 22 of the report, but they vary
sufficiently from other estimates which have been used recently o that
we believe they are significantly underestimated. Etrtherncre, these
figures arc presented in terms of 1969 dollars and are therefore further
underestimated by reason of the inflation that has already taken place.
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CT course, there is no reflection of price increases that are almost certain
to come in the years ahead.
The other decision factors that most concern re are related specifically to
.the 1971 budget, now under preparation, and to the budgets that you will be
preparing during the remainder of your first term.
The 1971 problem is severe because of:
1. Tne inflation we are still trying to bring under control.
2. The need to assume continuation of the Vietnam conflict for budget
preparation purposes.
3. The commitments we have already made in such areas as domestic welfare,
manpower training, social security benefits, revenue sharing, airports/airways,
mass transit, and supersonic transport development among others. Every one of
these commitments requires outlay increases in 1971.
4.

Uncontrollable items such as interest on the national debt.

5. Revenue losses associated with the tax bill--evon with proposed
Treasury amendments.
In light of these circumstances, I gave NASA an official budget planning
target of $3.5 billion for 1971. ($350 million below 1970). This target
was based on the assumption that after the manned lunar landing, same
reduction in NA,S-A's current budget levels could be made to ease our overall
budget problem, without stopping the manned space program. All three options
set forth in the report require 1971 budgets of at least $100 million plus
price increases above the current NASA funding levels and further increases
in following years. These increases will have to come from programs of other
agencies.
Because the Space Task Group report has now been published, your endorsement
now of any specific option will commit us to annual budget increases of at
least .the magnitudes specified in the report. Therefore, you could laze
effective fiscal control of the program.
I am convinced that a forward-looking manned space orociram can he develmed
Tor ou tnat does not invo ve cumatLents to signi leant near-term 1Judcret
increases.
Such a program would involve a slower rate of manned Apollo flights than
NASA, now considers desirable. It would also involve consecutive rather
than simultaneous development of a space transportation system and space
station, which are necessary steps toward a manned Nars mission. I intend
to explore such a program in some detail with Dr. Paine during the FY 1971
budget decision process. Such a program could be accelerated in the future
if conditions permit.

A
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I believe this course would be preferable to announcing ambitious long-rangc
plans now and then having to cut back in the future due to economic constraints.
In this circumstance, I recommend:
1. That you withhold announcement of your space program decision until
after you have reviewed the report recommendations specifically in the context
of the total 1971 budget problem.
2. That you ask the Cabinet and perhaps the NSC to consider the Space
Task Group report during October or November and advise you of their views
on its recoranendations, so that you will have those views in mind during your
budget decisions.
3. That you consider meting with Ibm Paine and re after I have had an
opportunity to discuss with him the lower cost program option I have described
above. Your meeting could be planned for December, and could serve as the
final step in your decision process on the NASA 1971 budget. At that time,
it is essential that you specify program content as well as budget guidance
in order to help maintain effective fiscal control of the program.
4. That your space program decisions be announced in the State of the
Union address, the budget message, or a special message to the Congress in
the spring of 1970.
4/
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Eb‘cTiT7F.--KTFE
Director

AMMIMINIMI=IMMENIF

Wednesday 9/24/69

12:10

Had called Mr. Flanigan's office asked them to hold up
on the memo for the President regarding the announcement
on space until after you've had a chance to doublecheck
something (told them he dictated it while you were tte re
yesterday).
Marie Smith called back and said she told Mr. Flanigan
and he didn't know what you were talking about.
Marie asked if you could call him when you return.

Wednesday 9/24/69

11:35

4:15

Asked Mr. Kriegsman to check specifically on
what the PSAC report on space is going to
recommend with regard to the emphasis of the
space program and the development of the space
shuttle, etc.
They're still checking.
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September 22, 1969

MEMCBANDUM TO

Ramm

P. MAYO

Attached is a report to the President from Tom Paine recommending
that the President choose Option 2 . Since this option provides
the President the flexibility of moving the stipulated date for
the Mars landing in either direction and since it is a balance
between
an indefinite deferment of the Mars trip and an immediate decision,
I support the Paine recommendation. May I have your comments to
include with a memorandum to the President along with Tom Paine'
s
memo.

Pete

4

: with copy of Paine's letter (Sept. 19, 1969( to the Pres. with
attachments to To Whitehead

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

Cd. FFLCE OF

September 19, 1969

THE ADMINISTRATOR

The President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

20500

Dear Mr. President:
This letter provides my recommendations for further actions you may wish
to take on the report of the Space Task Group.
The report and your initial reaction to it are receiving positive and
widespread public support. Representative editorials are enclosed.
Particularly noteworthy are the favorable comments of the New York Times
and Washington Post, papers which are often critical. This favorable
environment suggests the desirability of an appropriate follow-up.
In considering which of the STG Report's three options you may wish to
select, other problems currently facing the nation must obviously be
taken into account. Option 1, the most vigorous of the proposed programs,
clearly offers this nation the greatest opportunities and greatest challenge
in the long run. However, it is the most expensive in the near term when
resources are most constrained. Option 3, which defers for at least 20
years the challenge of a manned mission to Mars, lacks vigor and fails to
seize fully the opportunities available.
My recommendation, therefore, is that you select Option 2, a balanced c,nd
challenging program which includes as major objectives the earth-orbiting
space station, space shuttle and nuclear stage in the 1970's, leading to
a manned mission to Mars in the 1980's. As the nation progresses toward
meeting its other needs during the next few years, I would hope that we
may be able to reexamine this and move closer to Option 1.
In the near future I believe it would be advantageous for you to make a
public statement of your view of the nation's future in space. As I mentioned at our meeting last week, the dedication of the new Lunar Science
Institute at Houston might afford an appropriate occasion. We could
arrange the dedication for any date convenient to you in the next month.
I would be happy to discuss these matters further with you at any time.
Sincerely yours,
•••••

T. O. Paine
Administrator
Enclosures
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The news media reacz..Lon to the Space Task Groui
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! us and the press repor-_ed that both a "crash" proalm
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be a foo1is:1 course of
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which
flight,
space
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action, or of proceeding toward Mars in a crash effort
to get ti:ere as quickly as possible.
"ft is difficult for anyone to reach any other conclusion except those who b_indly opposed manned space
travel or those who, equally blindly, favor giving jt
t_e nation's top priority."
The Evening Star saic the decision not to engaL
program is a sensIale, realistic view. '
crash
a
If the President mac„ a
New York Times
,3mm_ment to a manned landin.., on Mars, as his presb
-47.!crz..-tar/ suggested, it wa o a ver:,./ different character

from -che commitment. with I7egarJ to the moo that PresdenJ
Kenn.Jdy made in 19(,—
Nion indulged in no dramatics;
did no appear before Congress; and he set no inflex2—)le timetable to be acnieved at almost any cost....
The extreme options Mr. _ixon is said to have reje:cted
uere always unreal. There was never any prospect that this
councry wo--- ..)andon
spaco flight nnLiroly, 7)/1-,
conversely, that the United States would give a manned
fiignt to Mars first priority over its many pressing domcTic )roblems."
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AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
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PAGE A26

A Spaceman's Sense of Balance
The report of President Nixon's Task Group on
Space and, indeed, even the speeches to Congress
of the three men who rode in Apollo 11 have
brought some rationality back to the discussion
of whither the space program. That report recommends that the President commit the nation to a
"long-range goal of manned planetary exploration''
aimed at a landing on Mars in the early 1980s, the
mid-1980s, or the 1990s. Acceptance by the President of the basic recommendation would eliminate
talk of abandoning manned space flight, which
would be a foolish course of action, or of proceeding toward Mars in a crash effort to get there as
quickly as possible. •
It is difficult for anyone to reach any other conclusion except those who blindly opposed manned
space travel or those who, equally blindly, favor
giving it the nation's top priority. Space exPlora-

ly, and a space station to hold a dozen or so men
that could be flown in orbit around the earth or
the moon or, when the time conies, Mars.
This kind of program would keep NASA operating for a while on about the budget it now has. It
would have the advantage of allowing the agency to
keep together the remarkable team of scientists
and engineers it has created by giving them new
and interesting problems to solve. At the same
time; it would encourage those in NASA who want
to tailor the space program to produce more information directly useful in the solution of earthly
problems—surveys of natural resources, weather
prediction and control, and so on.
Although parts of the sPeeches the three astronauts of Apollo 11 delivered to Congress.Tuesday
were open pleas for money for future space flights,
they were carefully balanced by the recognition
each man gave to the needs of domestic programs

lion ought to proceed in nu orderly way, maximip

for the funds that might otherwise he spent in

lug at every step the advance of knowledge and
the utilization of it here on earth. In fact, it is not
at all clear that the President should set a "goal"
of a Mars landing in any particular year.
What is important is for the nation to push ahead
on the immediate recommendations of the Task
Group—exploring the moon, developing the tools
that are needed for systematic exploitation of our
space travel capability, and extracting from the
space program more benefits for those of us who
arc earthbound. This means that NASA would continue its moon flights, perhaps reaching the day
in the 1070s when semi-permanent colonies would
be established on the moon's surface. At the same
time, it would push development of a nuclear rocket engine, which would make long-range space
travel more feasible, a space vehicle that could be
landed on earth and used over and over again,
which would reduce the costs of each mission sharp-

space. The words of Neil Armstrong, the first man
to walk on the moon, are worth repeating because
they catch the spirit of the delicate balance that
must be made between the dreams for adventure
and the practical realities of life:
Several weeks ago, I enjoyed the warmth of
reflection on the true meamng of the spirit of
Apollo. I stood in the highlands of this nation,
near the continental divide, introducing to my
sons the wonders of nature and pleasures of
looking for deer and elk. In their enthusiasm for
the view, they frequently stumbled on the rocky
trails, but when they looked only to their footing, they did not see the elk.
, high
To those of you have advocated lookini,
we owe our sincere gratitude, for you have
granted us the opportunity to see some of the
grandest views of the Creator. To those of you
who have been our honest critics, we also thank,
for you have reminded us that we dare not

forget to watch the trail.

f
With Sunday Morning Edition
Published by THE EVENING STAR NEWSPAPER CO., Washington, D. C.
.CROSBY N. BOYD, Chairman of the Doard
NEWBOLD NOYES, Editor

JOHN H. KAUFFMANN, President
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Slow Trip to.Mars
Although President Nixon supports
an American commitment to land a man
on Mars, he has made clear through
Press Secretary Ziegler that the undertaking will not involve a high-speed, extra-costly crash program that would ignore "budgetary considerations."
This is a sensible, realistic view. It is
In keeping, in fact, with the balanced
space program that has been recommended by a special panel of advisers in
by
the report just accepted and endorsed
Vice
by
d
heade
Mr. Nixon. The panel,
, President Agnew,includes NASA Admin
Secistrator Thomas 0.Paine, Air Force
retary Robert C. Seamans and White
House Science Adviser Lee E. du Bridge
— all well-qualified to offer sound counsel on the subject.
These and other distinguished members of the study group have given the
President three options as to the timing
sooner
of a landing on Mars—in 1983, no
With
than 1986, or around the year 2000.
panel
the
rence,
concur
the President's
e.
has rejected two alternatives as extrem
-t
all-ou
go
y
One would have the countr
more or less in the manner of the Apollo
on
moon landing — to put an American
retime,
le
possib
st
shorte
Mars in the
egardless of cost. The other, on compl
an
put
would
am,
progr
tion of the Apollo
end to all manned space projects.
What seems predictable is that when

he makes his decision on the timetable
for Mars, Mr. Nixon will be governed by
what its effects may be not only on other
space ventures, but also on downto-earth human requirements and the
amount of money available to meet
them. Meanwhile, he has indicated that
he fully agrees with the panel's recommendation .that the space program,
wholly apart from the Apollo landings
still to come, should be pressed forward
with vigor through the 1970s. The program would include unmanned probes
of the Martian surface and a "grand
tour" of the environs of the outer
planets. Also, strenuous efforts would
be made to develop a re-usable shuttle
vehicle that would be capable of remaining in orbit, with large crews, for
months at a time.
One of the important aspects of such
a program is that it would provide for
projects numerous enough and significant enough to insure against a grave
weakening or withering away of the
great and vital complex of scientists,
technicians, administrators and technological plants now engaged in space
work. It is work full of immense actual
and potential value. And it will lead,
among other things, to the day when
man will almost certainly set foot on
Mars and go on from there to explore
deeper and deeper in the firmament.

,
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T111. C(
ace Task Group headed by Vict. 1 1;esident Spiro T. Agnew
advised the Presiden to
has
ad.)1' .1 s]y\v-but-sure approach to a
man.ledlan. t in Mars.
sub.nitted yesterdays
The.
propos,: holding a man ol Mars n4
soo:. .1 ha: the early 1980's, perlips
and possibly not u.
S.
5,ays he favors the '1 .;,>3
a reasonable compromise
trIrget.
that v..:..1c1 1.:-.ste: -broad scentific and
politica. sup)oft."
This wou1:1 mean a National Aeronautics ai Spice Administration (NASA)
budget of ai.cund $4 billion for each of
the next. thr2,... fiscal years, rising gradually to a peuh of $8 billion in the 1980's.
Thus, the nation would ease into its
Mars commitment instead of adopting
the expensi•:e race-ahead tactics of the
$24 bili.on Apollo moon program.
But c. en cool trip to Mars will cost
.h,? space scientists hope
plenty —
to get ,2.3 most for their money.

For instance, the Task Group members — Mr. Agnew, Thomas 0. Paine of
NASA, Air Force Secretary Robert C.
)ean-lans and Lee A. DuBridge, the
President's science adviser — proposed
reusable space ships instead of present
craft: which shed their multi-milliondollar parts like throw-away beer cans.
And they offered their alternative
lintelar so that the pace of the Mars
proje;:. e3uld be tailored to the avaih,
In short, the President's advisers Lre
•
it would be a mistake to get out
splre — but a mistake to plunge
.head res ardless of cost.
The, recognize the Mars mission
must take its place alongside the other
:.!ationa needs — some of them very
pressing indeed.
The economic spin-c..: benefits of
,p3ce technology, the challenge of new
,i,orlds beyond our own and the potential military significance of space ventures amply justify the kind of Mars
program the Task Group proposes.
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to Mars

The Apollo 11 'astronauts were 11.ow.pressare advocatee of the space program in their Congressional
appearance yesterday. No one listening to them could
doubt that they would like to see Americans walk
on Mars as soon as possible. But they made it plain
that they knew there are meny problem:: on earth
that cannot be ignored. The res.:. • was Z. modest plea
:or a coe.*:reeing space program having an appreciable
but hardly z..:n overriding prierity.
That same reasonable spirit seems to have animated
President Nixon's reaction to the report of a study
grate.; on space exploration. If the President made a
commitment to a manned landing on Mars, as his
prr...sa secretary suggested, it wtis of a very different
c.tara.eter f.ra the commitment with i'.:eard to the
Mr. Nixon
moon that President 'e7ennedy me, e in t
indulged in ne erametics; ioCe_:. not e..,pear before
Congress; and he set no ilfie; hlc t'.eetable to be
he seems to
achieved at aln:3st any cosi. ALoirt
have done is to indicate that it would be a good idea
to land Americans on Mars well within the next half
century end to promise that he'd try to help the
project along within the limits of available resources.
The extreme options Mr. Nixon is said to have
rejected we.-e always unreal, There was never any
prospect that this country would abandon manned
mace flight entirely, or, conversely, that the United
Sates would give a manned flight to Mars first
priority over its many pressing domestic problems.
The intermediate path that will he followed in the
years ahead will depend upon the most varied factors
from the progress made in curing the ills of the cities
to the new challenges in space that the Russians and
others are likely to pose. The space age is here to
stay, but the precise contours of how far and how
fast this nation will go in the decades ahead will
have to be determined on a pragmatic basis, almost
year by year and Administration by Administration.

sITN,r

SEPTEMBER 17, 1 fli;
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C.:al Wait
The Space Task Group's recurnriteadation a:7alrist making an early,
decisivit on schedul:tg a manned expedition to Mars
was sensibly matia and has been
sensibly accepted. The project is
much too ambitious and will be
much too costly to be fitted headlong to a timetable. Mr. Nixon has
approved a — balanced" space progrant which contemplates the possibility of a 1\..:arlian landing perhaps :n the mid or late 1060's,
perhaps before tie end of the cenpeenaps not until sometime
after the year 2000.
So far as can be seen now the
''balance" is the strongesk point of
the endeavor to formulate plans
for t.tie future space exPloration.
TIle task group proposes that in th
next decade the United States un-

..ert.Ae instrumental tours and
pt.ubes of the planets (including
Mars of course), further manned
study of the moon, development of
a reusable space shuttle which
could serve as a large space laboratory and of a nuclear-powered
rocket. Much of this would be essential to an attempt to put men on
Mars in any case, and all of it
promises to advance knowledge of
the solar system.
As for Mars, the eagerness to
reach it has to be tempered by a
very sober, prudent consideration
of all the pressing needs of the
country and the earth. It is not
som2thing to which we can., or
should, commit ourselves and the
future in a fit of adventurous and
;7•:tremely expensive impatience.
lot.tunately, it seems that sciens and Washington are now

„
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agreed on that.

Wednesday, September 17, Ilf;!

"ec
Pc fo-cryi
President Nixon's task force on space
oA'ers useful guidance for the American
*ace program over the next decade. A
manned orbiting station, a space shuttle,
a nuclear-powered rocket, unmanned
,)robes, and satellites for communication,
:Leteorology, and navigation — these set
tone and pace for the post-neon phase.
The United States needs a vigorous
snace drive. This is a vast, proth:ctive,
challenging frontier. There must he, of
course, a thoughtful sharing of funds with
iho more urgent and immediate programs
e on earth. A proposed $4 'billion
budget for each of 10 years may be ol.,..71y
ambitious. But even the eventual maned
‘inding on Mars should not be jettisoned.
An orbiting space station would be a

gate-opener for further explorations, besides affording essential experience in
space living. The space shuttle would,
economically, get men to the orbiting station, bring intelligence data back earth,
launch unmanned vehicles. The nuclear
grea.
rocket would power, someday,
ship for Mars.
The essential aerospace companies need
a continuity if they are to maintain their
talent assemblages and financial
Someday, the American space program
.,lay become a worldwide project,
the Soviets. But as of 110\V it IS up
President Nixon to assure that the Unite.
well
States carries on adequately
odyssey.
begun space

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

September 19, 1969

OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

The President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

20500

Dear Mr. President:
This letter provides my recommendations for further actions you may wish
to take on the report of the Space Task Group.
The report and your initial reaction to it are receiving positive and
widespread public support. Representative editorials are enclosed.
Particularly noteworthy are the favorable comments of the New York Times
and Washington Post, papers which are often critical. This favorable
environraent suggests the desirability of an appropriate follow-up.
In considering which of the STG Report's three options you may wish to
select, other problems currently facing the nation must obviously be
taken into account. Option 1, the most vigorous of the proposed programs,
clearly offers this nation the greatest opportunities and greatest challenge
in the long run. However, it is the most expensive in the near term when
resources are most constrained. Option 3, which defers for at least 20
years the challenge of a manned mission to Mars, lacks vigor and falls co
seize fully the opportunities available.
My recommendation, therefore, is that you select Option 2, a balanced and
challenging program which includes as major objectives the earth-orbiting
space station, space shuttle and nuclear stage in the 1970's, _Leading -co
a manned mission to Mars in the 1980's. As the nation progresses towarc,
meeting its other needs during the next few years, I would hope that we
may be able to reexamine this and move closer to Option 1.
In the near future I believe it would be advantageous for you to
public statement of your view of the nation's future in space. A6
tioned at our meeting last week, the dedication of the new Lunar Science
Institute at Houston might afford an appropriate occasion. We could
arrange the dedication for any date convenient to you in the next month.
I would be happy to discuss these matters further with you at any time.
Sincerely yours,

T. O. Paine
Administrator
Enclosures

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

REPLY TO
ATTN OF:

September 18, 1969

Dr. Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant
The White House
Washington, D. C. 20500
Dear Dr. Whitehead:
On June 13, 1969, NASA presented to interested parties the capabilities and availability of its Applications Technology Satellites
for
experimentation. Because of your interest in communications, I wish
to bring to your attention the possibility of experimenting with
available satellite and ground facilities.
NASA has established a policy of making the ATS satellites available
for worthwhile experimentation by other organizations after the initial technical experiments on the satellites have been completed and
for as long as the satellites remain operative. Such organizations
can include other government agencies, educational institutions, or
private concerns which are potential users of future operational
satellite systems and are willing to invest in the necessary ground
facilities, provide message content, and cover other ground costs.
To assist those who attended the meeting at NASA on June 13 and others
who may be interested in proposing experiments in the use of communications satellites, the enclosed inventory of satellite and ground
facilities that might be made available during 1969 and 1970
for user
experimentation has been compiled.
In order to provide prospective user-experimenters with the broadest
range of possibilities on which to base their plans, the inventory
Includes available facilities of the Communications Satellite Corporation (Comsat) as well as those of NASA. At the June 13 meeting,
the
Communications Satellite Corporation representative offered to
make
Comsat's facilities available for user-experimenters who wish to
use
them, subject to FCC approval. It is our hope that this information

2.

will assist interested user-experimenters to formulate specific proposals for experimental use of available facilities, in any mix of
NASA or Comsat facilities the user considers appropriate.
Should you wish to submit a proposal, emphasis should be placed on
unique applications or approaches. The proposal should be detailed
and include the objectives, methodology, expected results of the
experiments and procedures by which the results of the experiments
would be disseminated, the value of each experiment in terms of local,
national, or international interest, and transmission time requirements and degree of schedule flexibility. For your convenience we
have included in the inventory a form entitled "Proposed Transmission
Schedule."
NASA will review the technical and other aspects of these plans and
determine whether the proposed use of the NASA satellites and ground
facilities would be consistent with NASA's mission and the existing
commitments and priorities for the use of the satellites. Comsat
will participate in the discussion of proposals involving the use of
its facilities.
In view of the limited availability of the satellites, proposals
should be submitted as soon as possible. We will be pleased to meet
with you at any time to clarify any questions you may have on this
matter. Proposals and inquiries should be addressed to:
Dr. Richard B. Marsten
Director, Communications Programs
Office of Space Science and Applications
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Washington, D. C. 20546
Telephone No.

AC 202 962-0888

Sincerely yours,

R. B. Marsten
Director, Communications Programs
Enclosures

ZCA-

,
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHING1ON, D.C. 20546

I.

REPLY TO
ATTN OF:

INFORMATION FOR PROPOSAL SUBMISSION

In each proposal, emphasis should be placed on unique
applications or approaches. The proposal should be
detailed and include the objectives, methodology, expected results of the experiments and procedures by
which the results of the experiments would be disseminated, the value of each experiment in terms of local,
national, or international interest, and transmission
time requirements and degree of schedule flexibility.
For your convenience we have included in the inentory
a form entitled "Proposed Transmission Schedule."

INVENTORY OF
COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES AND ASSOCIATED GROUND FACILITIES

PHASE I

INDEX

I.
II.
III.
IV.

V.

VI.

•

INTRODUCTION
SATELLITE AND EARTH STATION LOCATION
FACILITY DEMONSTRATIONAL CAPABILITY - (1969-1970)
PROPOSED TRANSMISSION SCHEDULE
(TO BE FILLED IN BY PROPOSER)
SATELLITE CHARACTERISTICS
A.

NASA

B.

COMMERCIAL

EARTH STATION CHARACTERISTICS
A.

GOVERNMENT
NASA
OTHERS - TO BE PROVIDED AT A LATER DATE

B.

COMMERCIAL
COMSAT
RCA
GE
HUGHES
WESTERN UNION
COLLINS
OTHERS - TO BE PROVIDED AT A LATER DATE

C.

UNIVERSITY - TO BE PROVIDED AT A LATER DATE

•

COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES AND ASSOCIATED GROUND FACILITY INVENTORY

I.

Introduction
NASA has established a policy of making its Applications Technology
Satellites available for worthwhile expermentation by other organizations after the initial technical experiments on the satellites
have been completed and for as long as the satellites remain operative. This could include organizations which might be potential
users of future operational systems, such as other government agencies, educational institutions or private concerns who would be
willing to invest in the necessary ground facilities, provide a
message content and cover other ground costs.
To assist potential experimenters, NASA has compiled an inventory
of its satellite and ground facilities that might be available during 1969 and 1970 for user experimentation. A similar list of potentially available commercial facilities has been compiled by Comsat
and is included here with NASA's for completeness. A further effort
is being made to document all government, industry, and university
potentially available space and ground facilities. It is our hope
that this information will assist potential users in formulating
proposals for the use of available facilities.

,\

•
GOVERNMENT

COMML.

DEMONSTRA1 IONAL FACILITY INVENTORY
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Notes
(1)

Space station orbital positions are for 7/7/69.

(2) Capabilities shown for INTELSAT III assume use of
only the dedicated video satellite e.i.r.p. (i.e., not the
full transponder e.i.r.p.).
(3)

Legend for System Demonstration Capability charts:
VA - High quality color or b-w television
VB - Medium quality b-w television
RA - High capacity telephone/data
RB - Medium capacity telephone/data

> 240 voice channels
> 60 voi.ce channels

RC - Broadcast radio/low capacity telephone/low
> 1 voice channel
speed data
RD - Low quality single voice channel or teletype
NA - Not currently applicable
Lower capabilities may be assumed to be encompassed
within a higher capability.
(4) Earth station locations are assumed to be at or
within the 2 dB coverage contours and only the receive capability is shown.
(5) ATS-I and ATS-Iii have VHF capability,RC/RD capability
to very simple VHF installations.
possible
is

•

•

•

PROPOSED TRANSMISSION SCHEDULE
To be filled in by proposer include dates, times and degree of flexibility if
possible

NAME
OF
ORGANIZATION

1969

DESIRED
USE

FACILITY
REQUIRED

OCT
AM

NOV
PM

AM

'

DEC
PM

COMMENTS
AM

PM

VA

VB

RB

RC

RD

Key:

VA - High quality color or b-w television
VB - Medium quality b-w television
RA - High capacity telephone/data > 240 voice channels

RB - Medium capacity telephone/data
60 voice channels
RC - Broadcast radio/low capacity telephone/low speed data} 1 voice channel
RD - Low quality single voice channel or teletype

•

•

•

PROPOSED TRANSMISSION SCHEDULE
er)
(To be filled in by propos

NAME
OF
ORGANIZATION

1970

DESIRED
USE

FACILI
REQUI

AM

AM

PM

AM

PM

AM

JUNE

MAY

APR

MAR

FEB

JAN

PM

AM

AM

COMMENTS
PM

VA

VB

RA

RR:

RC

RD

Key:

sion
VA - High quality color or b-w televi
VB - Medium quality b-w television
channels
RA - High capacity telephone/data, 240 voice

_
.
RB - Medium capacity telephone/data 7 60 voice channels
voice channel
RC - Broadcast radio/low capacity telephone/low speed data ;...1
e
or
teletyp
l
channe
voice
y
single
RD - Low qualit

Space Station
Name:

0

ATS-1

Assigned Inventory Number: G-1

Organization Responsible:

Orbit:

SCS/OSSA - NASA

Geostationary

Location:

1500 w

Beam Pointing Accuracy:

Plus/pinus two degrees

Center Radio Frequencies

_

6/4 GHz

6212
k/96

' 135.6 & 149.22 MHz

Beam Center E.i.r.p.

49.4/52/2 DBM

22.5 DBW

Transmit Beamwidth:

Earth Coverage

Earth Coverage

Transmit Polarization:

Linear

Linear

Beam Centur G/T:

- 25.4 DB

- 20.2 DB

Receive Beamwidth:

Earth Coverage

Earth Coverage

Linear

Linear

Multiple Access and
Frequency Translation

Frequency Translation Hard Limiting

Receive Polarization:
°
2.
1.

221
.1Cler Types & Numbers:

TI-ansponder Bandwidths:

.25 MHz.100 KHz

Location Rciposition Ability:

Gas supply exhausted; cannot be moved

Beam Rspointing Ability:

None

Normal 0-Deration Ability:

24 hrs/day (with nothing else on)

Eclipse Operation Ability:

Reduced

Y.ultiple Access Ability:

Yes

Lllty

By agreement with NASA's ATS Project Office

t 1.41:1..c.-Lame

Several years.

_

Space _Station
(

Name.

ATS-III

_ssLgsied Inventory Number: G-2
Organization Re!ponsible:

tiVprbilt.: w,

Location:

SCS/OSSA- NASA

Geostationary
0
47 W

Beam, Pointing Accuracy:

Plus/minus two degrees

6/4 GHz

Center Radio Frequencies

6L1-2---6301

i
135.6 and 149 22 MHz

9

Beam Centcr E.i.r.p.

52.2 to 56.5 WI

242 DBW

Transmit Beamwidth:

Earth Coverage

Earth Coverage

Linear
---

Transmit Polarization:

Linear

Beam Center G/T:

- 14.4 DB

- 19.4 DB

Receive Beamwidth:

Earth Coverage

Earth Coverage
_

Linear

eceive Polarization:

Multiple Access &
J'reguency Translation

Transponder Types & Numbers:
Transponder Bandwidths:

,25 MHz

Location Reposition Ability:

- Linear
Frequency TranslaLinpar
1

100 KHz

Yes
SHF MDA Antenna has Anomalies

Renointing Ability:
No:mal Oneration Ability:

24 hrs/day (with nothing else on)

Eclipse Operation Ability:

Reduced

Multiple Access Ability:

Yes

Availability:

By arrangement with NASA's ATS Project Office

Projected Lifctime:

Several years.

,

Space Station
Name:

INTELSAT I, FI

Assigned Inventory Number: Cl
INTELSAT

Organization Responsible:

Orbit:

Geo-stationary

Location:

317.76° East Longitude; drift 0.103° East; inclination 4.02°
308 to 3210 East Long. Inclination 4°

Controlled station limits:
Beam Pointing Accuracy:

11.0°

6-4 GHz

Center Radio Frequencies
Beam Center e.i.r.p.

+10 dBW

Transmit Beamwidth:
Transmit Polarization:

11° sguinteck 70
Linear (orthogonal
to receive)

Beam Center G/T:

-31 dB

Receive Beamwidth:

Transponder Types & Numbers:

14°
Linear (orthogonal
to transmit)
Limiting frequency
translation - (two)

Transponder Bandwidths:

25 MHz

Receive Polarization:

System No. 1 out of fuel, gas available for
repositioning in System No. 2

Location Reposition Ability:

seam Repointing Ability:

Not applicable
Both transponders

Ncrmal Operation Ability:
Ecli_pse Operation Ability)
Multiple Access Ability:
Availability:

No

By arrangement with INTELSAT. Availability depends on
current operational requirements

Projected Lifetime:

•

No

Many months

_

Space Station
Name:

S

INTELSAT II, F2
C2

Assioined Inventory Number:

INTELSAT

Organization Responsible:

Orbit:

Geo-stationary

Location:

163.67° East Longitude; drift rate 0.012° East; inclination 0.053

Beam Pointing Accuracy:

Beam axis variation 2.53°

6-4 GHz

Center Radio Frequencies
Beam Center e.i.r.p.

15.5 dBW

Transmit Beamwidth:

12°

Transmit Polarization:

Linear

Beam Center G/T:

-26.6 dB

Receive Beamwidth:

Transponder Types & Numbers:

12°
Linear (orthogonal
with transmit)
Linear frequency
translation (two)

Transponder Bandwidths:

126 MHz

Receive Polarization:

Fuel is exhausted

Location Reposition Ability:
Beam Repointing Ability:

Not applicable
Both transponders 3 years

Normal Operation Ability:
Eclipse Operation Ability:
Multiplc, Access Ability:

Availability:

Prol

Battery operation of two TWT's

Yes

By arrangement with INTELSAT.
usage

d Lifetime:

2-3 years

No current operational

_

•

Space Station
Name:

INTELSAT II, F3

Assigned Inventory Number: C3

40

INTELSAT

0r9anization Responsible:

Orbit:

Geo-stationary

Location:

348.69° East Longitude; drift rate 0.004'; inclination 0.799°

Controlled station limits:

348.5 to 358.5° E. Long. Inclination .8°

Bean Pointing Accuracy: +1.0°
Center Radio Frequencies

6-4 GHz

Beam Center e.i.r.p.

15.5 dBW

Transmit Beamwidth:

12°

Transmit Polarization:

Linear

'Beam Center G/T:

-26.6 dB

Receive Beamwidth:
Receive Polarization:

411

Transponder Types & Numbers:

12°
Linear ,orthogonal
with transmit)
'Linear frequency
translation (two)
.
126 MHz

Transponder Bandwidths:

Location Reposition Ability:
IlLa_a_1222iLIII.1.
13
, Ability:

Not applicable

Normal Operation Ability:
Eclipse Operation Ability:
Multi_ple Access Ability:

Av_.:LIal'f_lizy

Gas available for repositioning

Both transponders - 3 years
Two TWT operation with batteries
Yes

By arrangement with INTELSAT. The satellite is currently in use for commercial communications in the
Atlatio Ocean region and its position would be main-.7 visibility betwan the U.S., Ascension,
tained fc,
ship
and Canary Island. The excess is currently
NASA
total
capacity.* The full satellite will be
3/5 of
excess in mid 1970.

*Projected Lifetime:

ATwc, TWT operation.

2-3 years

Space Station
Name:

411

INTELSAT II, FA

Assigned Inventory Number: C4
INTELSAT

Organization Responsible:

Orbit:

Geo-stationary

Location:

179.67° East Longitude; drift rate 0.034° West; inclination 0.767

Controlled station limits:
Beam Pointing Accuracy:

178° to 188° E. Long.

±1.0°

6-4 GHz

Center Radio Frequencies
Beam Center e.i.r.p.

15.5 dBW

Transmit Beamwidth:

12°

Transmit Polarization:

Linear

Beam Center G/T:

-26.6 dB

Receive Beamwidth:

Transponder Types & N=bers:

12°
Linear (orthogonal
with transmit)
Linear frequency
translation (two)

Transponder Bandwidths:

126 MHz

Receive Polarization:

Location Reposition Ability:

Beam Repointing Ability-

Not applicable
Bath transponders - 3 years

1N.ormal Operation
Eclipse Operation Abilq:
vx.aA_ r)le Access Ability:

•

System No. 2 lacks gas pressure and gas is
available for station keeping only in System
No. 1.

Two TWT operation with batteries

Yes

hy arr.....ngeent with INTELSAT. The satellite will be in
fo'z' commercial communications in the Pacific Ocean
position would be maintained for
vsihity betv,cctn the U.S. (Lrewster), Paumalu,
Hdwaii, Carnarvon, Australia and the NASA ship. The satellite excess will be 1/5 of total capacity** through mid 1970.

Projected Lifetime:

2-3 years

for September 18, 1969.
TWT operation.

Space Station
Name:

411

INTELSAT II, i5

Assigned Inventory Number:

C5

Organization Responsible:

Orbit:

INTELSAT

Warehouse storage - Delaware

Location:
Beam Pointing Accuracy:

+1.0°

6-4 GHz

Center Radio Frequencies

410

Beam Center e.i.r.p.

15.5 dBW

Transmit Beamwidth:

12°

Transmit Polarization:

Linear

Beam Center G/T:

-26.6 dB

Receive Beamwidth:

Transponder Types & Numbers:

12°
Linear (orthogonal
to transmit)
Linear frequency
translation (two)

Transponder Bandwidths:

126 MHz

Receive Polarization:

Location Reposition Ability:
Beam Repointin

Ability:

Not applicable
Both transponders for 3 years

Normal Operation Ability:
Eclipse Operation Ability:
Multiple Access Ability:

Availability:

Battery operation of two TWT's

Yes

By arrangement with INTELSAT. The satellite's availability is dependent on pre-launch check out and launch.

Projected Lifetime:

•

Gas would be available for reposition

3 years

Space Station
Name:

INTELSAT III, F2

Assigned Inventory Number: C6
INTELSAT

Organization Responsible:

Orbit:

Geo-stationary

Location: 320.99 East Longitude; drift rate 0.094 East; inclination 0.413°
323° to 335.5° E. Long.

Controlled station limits:
Beam Pointing Accuracy:

±1.0°

6-4 GHz

Center Radio Frequencies

•

Beam Center e.i.r.p.

24 dBW

Transmit Beamwidth:

19°

Transmit Polarization:

Right circular

Beam Center G/T:

-15.7 dB

Receive Beamwidth:

13.6°

Receive Polarization:
Transponder Types & Numbers:

Left circular
Linear frequency
translation (two)

Transponder Bandwidths:

225 MHz'
Gas available for repositioning

Location Reposition Ability:
Beam Repointing Ability:

Not applicable
Both transponders for 5 years

Normal Operation Ability:
Eclipse Operation Ability:
Multiple Access Ability:
Availability:

111

,

Full operation with batteries

Yes

By arrangement with INTELSAT. The satellite is in use for
commercial communications in the Atlantic Ocean region and
its position would be maintained for visibility between Etam
Mexico, Fucino and Raisting. The satellite excess capacity
will be approximately 1/7 of transponder one and
approximately 1/5 of transponder two after INTELSAT III, F6
is launched.

Projected Lifetime:

5 years

Note; —MDA on S/C failed to despin for one . month during Fumm(.r solstice
1969 - June 29 to July 28.

bpace Station
Name:

0

INTELSAT III, F3

Assigned Inventory Number: C7
INTELSAT

Organization Responsible:

Orbit:

Geo-stationary

Location:

61.09' East Longitude; drift rate 0.085 0; inclination 1.025°
590 to 62° E. Long.

Controlled station limits:
Beam Pointing Accuracy:

±1.0

6-4 GHz

Center Radio Frequencies

•

Beam Center e.i.r.p.

24 dBW

Transmit Beamwidth:

19°

Transmit Polarization:

Right circular

Beam Center G/T:

-15.7 dB

Receive Beamwidth:

13.6°

Receive Polarization:
Transponder Types & Numbers:

Left circular
Linear frequency
translation (two)

Transponder Bandwidths:

225 MHz

Location Reposition Ability:
Beam Repointing Ability:

Not applicable

Normal Operation Ability:
Eclipse Operation Ability:
Multiple Access Ability:
Availability:

411

Gas available for repositioning

Both transponders for 5 years
Full via batteries
Yes

By arrangement with INTELSAT. The satellite is in use
for commercial communication in the Indian Ocean region and its position must be accurately maintained for
visibility between Japan/U.K. One transponder has
-24 dB G/T. The satellite excess capacity is currently
approximately 1/3 of transponder one and approximately
5/6 of transponder two.

Projected Lifetime:

5 years

Space Station
Name:

INTELSAT III, F4

Assigned Inventory Number:

C8
INTELSAT

.
12.2!2_21:
. 2i911211.Lt121

Orbit:

Geo-stationary

Location:

173.66 East Longitude; drift rate 0.055' West, inclination 0.505

Controlled station limits:
Beam Pointing Accuracy:

172° to 176° E. Long.

±1.0

6-4 GHz

Center Radio Frequencies
Beam Center e.i.r.p.

24 dBW

Transmit Beamwidth:

19°

Transmit Polarization:

Right circular

Beam Center G/T:

-15.7 dB

Receive Beamwidth:

13.6°

•

_______

Left circular

Receive Polarization:

--finear frequency
Transponder Types & Numbers:

translation (two)

Transponder Bandwidths:

225 MHz'

Location Reposition Ability:
BealiReoin.nAbilit/:

Not applicable

Normal Operation Ability:

Both transponders - 5 years

Eclijose Operation Ability:
Multiple Access Ability:
Availability:

Gas available for repositioning

Full operation using batteries
Yes

By arrangement with INTELSAT. The satellite is in use
for commercial communications in the Pacific Ocean region and its position would be maintained for visibility
between U.S. and Thailand. The satellites excess capacity is currently approximately 1/6 of transponder one
and approximately 1/3 of transponder two.

Projected Lifetir,(e:

5 years

Space Station
Name:
•

INTELSAT III, 'F6

Assigned Inventory Number: C9
INTELSAT

Organization Responsible:
Orbit: *
Location:
Beam Pointing Accuracy:

±1.0°

6-4 GHz

Center Radio Frequencies

•

Beam Center e.i.r.p.

24 dBW

Transmit Beamwidth:

19°

Transmit Polarization:

Right circular

Beam Center G/T:

-15.7 dB

Receive Beamwidth:

13.6°

Receive Polarization:
Transponder Txpes & Numbers:

Left circular
Linear frequency
translation (two)

Transponder Bandwidths:

225 MHz

Gas available for reposition

Location Reposition Ability:
Beam Repointing Ability:
Normal Operation Ability:
Eclipse Operation Ability:
Multiple Access Ability:

Not applicable
Both transponders for 5 years
Full via battery
Yes

*
Projected Lifetime:

*Lat.nch is scheduled for October 1969.

Space Station
Name:

INTELSAT III, F7

Assigned Inventory Number:

Cl°

Organization Responsible:

INTELSAT

Orbit: *
Location:*
Pointing

±1.0°

6-4 GHz

Center Radio Frequencies
Beam Center e.i.r.p.

24 dBW

Transmit Beamwidth:

190

Transmit Polarization:

Right circular

Beam Center G/T:

-15.7 dB

Receive Beamwidth:

13.6°

Receive Polarization:
Transponder Types & Numbers:

Left circular
Linear frequency
translation (two)

Transponder Bandwidths:

225 MHz

Location ?position Ability:
Beam Repointin2 Ability:

Not applicable

Normal Operation Ability:

Both transponders for 5 years

Eclipse Operation Ability:
Multiple Access Ability:

Gas available for repositioning

Full via batteries

Yes

Availability: *
Projected Lifetime:

*Launch

/schdt..led for January 1970.

Earth Station

411

Name: Rosman

(ATS)

Assigned Inventter: GA
Orpnization Resoonsibility:

Location:

OTDA (GSFC)

350 11' 35" N. Lat.; 820 52' 22" W. Long.

Antenna Size:

85' Parabola

Beam Pointing_Mechanism/Accuracy:

Autotrack & programmed, 0.0500 (la)

6/4 GHz*

Radio Frequency Bands
Transmit E.i.r.p.

+ 131 dBM (10 kw = Po)

Receive G/T:

40.2 dB

Modulator Types & Numbers:

FM & SSB 1 each

Modulator Bandwidths:

25 MHz (FM)

Demodulator Tykes & Numbers:

FM & PM 1 each

Demodulator Bandwidths:

25 MHz

Beam Reposition Ability:
crystal controlled (can interchange
Frequency Retunability: Fixed tuned
ncy synthesizer planned
freque
l),
crysta
Interconnection Capability:
Polarization Capability:

5 MHz microwave link to GSFC

Linear rotatable

Non-F?..ynchronous Satellite c_u_abilit.y: 2° per second
AvailabilLLy_: By arrangement with. NASA

*3.7

4.2 GHz planned foi. 1972

Earth Station

•

Name: Rosman
Assigned Inventory Letter: GA - 1
OrganizatiorLELs112nLibi1ity: 0TDA for ATS
Location: 82° 52' 22" W. Long.,

350 11' 36" N. Lat.

Receive 16, 8 element
Antenna Size: Transmit 4,9 element crossed yagi crossed yagi
transmit beamwidth 360
Beam Pointing Mechanism/Accuracy: X-Y mount
Receive beamdwidth 15°
135.6/149.22 MHz

Radio Frequency Bands

S.

Transmit E.i.r.p.

45.8 dBW

Receive G/T:

-5.3 dB

Modulator Types & Numbers:

FM & AM MSG

Modulator Bandwidths:

3 MHz

Demodulator_Typps & Numbers:

FM & AM MSG

Demodulator Bandwidths:

10 kHz - 3 MHz

Beam_lelasIsition Ability:
Freciency Retunability:
Interconnection Capability:
Polarization Capability.:

Linear or circular

Non-§ynchronous Satelkite.Capabi]ity:
A.,/zAlabillt

By arrangement with NASA

Earth Station

III Name: Mojave

(ATS)

Assigned Inventory Letter: GB
Organization Responsibility:

OTDA.(GSFC)

0
Location: 116° 53' 57" W. Long, 35 17' 48" N. Lat.
Antenna Size:

40' Parabola

Beam Pointing Mechanism/Accuracy: Aut.otrack & Programmed 0.025°

6/4 GHz*

Radio Frequency Bands

I

(la)

____

+ 124 dBM (10 kw = PO)

Transmit E.i.r.o.

32.7 dB
,

Receive G/T:
ModulatqL_Typ_c_If__E, Numbers:

1 each _
_FM & SSB
25 MHz (FM)

Modulator Bandwidths:

•

Demodulator Types & Numbers:

FM/PM 1 each
_25 MHz

Demodulator Bandwidths:

Beam Reposition Ability:
lity: Fixed tuned - crystal controlled (can interchange
Frequ
_ a_Retunabi
.__•
crystals) frequency synthesizer planned
Interconnection Capability:
Polarzation Capability:

2.4 kHz voice & data circuits

Linear rotatable & LCP

o
Non-Synchronous Satonitc Capability: 4 per second
- lity: By arrangement with NASA

*3.7 - 4.2 GHz planned for 1972

i
I

7

Earth Station
#9
Name: Mojave
Assigned Inventory Letter:

GB-1

Organization Responsibility:

OTDA for ATS

Location: 1160 53' 57" W. Long., 350 17' 48" N. Lat.
Antenna Size: Transmit 4,9 element crossed yagi - Receive 16,8 element
crossed yaqi
Beam Pointing Mechanism/Accuracy:
. Radio Frequency Bands

Aft,
7IF

X-Y mount transmit beamwidth 36° Receive beamwidth 15'"

135.6/149.22 MHz

Transmit

45.8 dBW

Receive G/T:

-5.3 dB

!_& Numbers:
.
Modulator Tyllc

FM & AM MSG

Modulator Bandwidths:

3 MHz

Demodulator TypsNumhers:

FM & AM MSG

Demodulator Bandwidths:

10 kHz - 3 MHz

Beam Re.22Lition Ability:
Freapency Retunability.:
Interconnection CanabgiLx:
Polarization Capabil: Linear or circular
:lity:
Non-Synchronous Satellite Canabj
Availability:

By arrangement with NASA

I

i
_____,
1
1
1
1
1

_

Earth Station

0

Name:

Transportable (ATS)

Assigned Inventory Letter: GC
Organization Responsibility: (GSFC) OTDA

Location:

Transportable*

Antenna Size:

40' Parabola

Beam Pointina Mechanism/Accuracy:

AUtotrack & Programmed,

0.025° (la)

6/4 GHz**

Radio Frequency Bands
Transmit E.i.r.p.

+ 124 dBM (10 kw = Po)

Receive G/T:

33.4 dB

Modulator Types & Numbers:

FM & SSB 1 each

Modulator Bandwidths:

25 MHz (FM)

•

Demodulator Types & Numbers:

FM/PM 1 each

Demodulator Bandwidths:

25 MHz

'

.

Beam Reposition Ability:
Frequency Retunability.:

Fixed tuned, crystal controlled (can interchange
crystals) frequency synthesizer planned

Intercon_Ep.E5122LLIELajILLLLy.:
Polarization Capability:

N/A

Linear rotatable & LCP

30 ppr second
Non-Synchronous Satellite Capability.:
Availability:

By arrangement with NASA

-.7 - 4.2 GHz planned for 1972
—Presently at Toowomba (Cooby Creek)

•

Earth Station

411

Name:
Assigned Inventory Letter: GC-1
Organization Responsibility.:

Location:

OTDA for ATS

Transportable*

Antenna Size: Transmit - 1 1 9 element yagi

-

Receive - 9,8 element yagi

Beam Pointing Mechanism/Accuracy:

.

Transmit

135.6/149.22 MHz
.
dBW
45.3

Receive G/T:

-5 dB

Modulator Types & Numbers:

FM & AM MSG

Modulator Bandwidths:

3 MHz

Radio Frequency Bands

•

Demodulator Types & Numbers:

FM & AM MSG

Demodulator Bandwidths:

10 kHz - 3 MHz

Bea_a_EttEosition Ability:
Frequella Retunability:
Interconnection Capabiliti:
Polarization Capability:

Linear or circular

Ne12.72Eynchronous Satellite Capability)
By arrangement with NASA

*Presc;ntly at Toowomba (Cooby Creek)

•

I
-

Earth Station
4I/Name:

None assigned (small ATS-VHF)

Letter:
Assigned Inventory _
_ _ _ GD
Organization Responsibility:

SCS/OSSA

Location: Portable
Antenna Size:

10 foot long crossed YAGI

Beam Pointing Mechanism/Accuracy:

Pedestal mounted, manual.
_
149.22 MHz

135.6 MHz

Radio Frequency Bands

. 30 dBW

Transmit E.i.r.R.
Receive G/T:

III

'

FM

Modulator Types & Numbers:

FM

Modulator Bandwidths:

100 kHz

100 kHz

Demodulator Types & Numbers:

FM

FM

Demodulator Bandwidths:

100 kHz

100 kHz

Ability.
Beam R2ition ---- —
• -•
Freauency Rctunability:

Hemispherical

Interconnection Ca_lability:

Adequate for voice, TTY, data and facsimile.

Polarization C.512hi1ity)

Non-Suchronous Satellite CaRabilitx:
Availability)

By arrangement with ATS.

•

•
Earth Station
Small Aperture Ground Station (SAGS) _ Transportable
: GE
.122.c1 Inventory Letter
Assi.9
ty:
Organization Responsibili

Location:

GSFC

(ATS)

GSFC* (Transportable)

Antenna Size:

15'

:Manual Tracking .4_ .005
Beam Pointing Mechanism/Accuracy
Transmit 6.3 GHz - 0

Radio Frequency Bands

4/6 GHz

Transmit E.i.r.p.:

58.8#dbw

Receive G/T:

18.4 dbw

Modulator Types & Numbers:

Narrow Band FT
12 Khz

Modulator Bandwidths:

Narrow Band

Demodulator Types & Numbers:

12 Khz

Demodulator Bandwidths:

y:
Beam Reposition Abilit
Frequency Retunability:

Very good
No

Interconnection Capability:

'

Availability:

Can interface with telephone equipment

By arrangement with NASA ATS Program Office
ATS-III

ion wagon.
*Associated equipment mounted in stat

Designed for

S
Earth Station
Name:

RANGE & RANGE RATE

GF
.Assigned Inventory Letter:

Responsibility: OTDA/NASA
' Organization

Location:

Fairbanks, Alaska

Antenna Size:

30' Parabola

Accuracy:
Beam Pointing Mechanism/

Autotrack & Programmed 0.15°

1750 - 1850

Radio Frequency Bands

+110 DBM (10k

Transmit E.i.r.p::
Receive G/T:
Modulator Types & Numbers:

PM one

Modulator Bandwidths:

1 MHz
AM/PM coho,FM
non-coho up to
110 MHz

Demodulator Types & Numbers:
Demodulator Bandwidths:

ity:
.Beam Reposition Abil
Frequency Retunability:

Frequency Synthesizer

interconnection Capability:

2 48 KHz circuits

Polarization Capability:

RCP & LCP Diversity Combiner Linear

X3n-Synchronous Satellite Capability:
Availability:

By arrangement with NASA

5° per second

Earth Station
Name:

Brewster (Washington State)

Assigned Inventory Letter: CA
Organization Responsibility:

Location:

Comsat

48° 08' 49" North Lat., 119° 41' 28" West Long.

Antenna Size:

97' Cassegrain

Beam Pointing Mechanism/Accuracy:

Autotrack ±0.02°

4-6 GHz

Radio Frequency Bands

98 dBW

Transmit e.i.r.p.

> 40.7 dB
_

Receive G/T:

1 TV & 3 MSG (FM)

Modulator Types & Numbers:

5/10/20/40 MHz

Modulator Bandwidths:
Demodulator Types & Numbers:

Frequency Retunability:

1 TV & 3 MSG (FM)

Fully steerable AZ-EL
Requires 1-2 hours when necessary components are or
station - transmitter, tunable in two 70 MHz
segments

• Interconnection Capability:
Polarization Capability:

Adequate for MSG and video to Seattle.

Circular (transmit-left, receive-right) can
be modified for linear any angle.

Non-Synchronous Satellite Capability:
Availability:

•

_

5/10/20/40 MHz

Demodulator Bandwidths:

Beam Reposition Ability:

_

Yes

The earth station will be normally used for commercial
communications after September 1969. The earth station would be available for demonstrational purposes
providing INTELSAT II F4 were used in conjunction with
this earth station.

Earth Station
• Name:

Small Aperture Stations*

Assigned Inventory Letter: CB
Organization Responsibility:

Location:

Comsat

Transportable

Antenna Size:

32' Cassegrain

Beam Pointing Mechanism/Accuracy:

Manual ±0.10

4 GHz

Radio Frequency Bands

Not applicable**

Transmit e.i.r.p.

31.5

Receive G/T:

Not applicable**

Modulator Types & Numbers:

Not applicable**

Modulator Bandwidths:
Demodulator Types & Numbers:

•

11/18/36 MHz

Demodulator Bandwidths:

Beam Reposition Ability:

.,Frequenqy Retunability:

Hour angle/declination - manually from
nominal position ±3° in declination and
±8° in hour angle
30 minutes when components are on-station

interconnection Capability.:
Polarization Capability:

2 TV & Sound (FM)

Not known

and orthogonal#20
modes)
Linear & circular normal#20

Non-Synchronous' Satellite Capability:
Availability:

Available for demonstrational use

*Scheduled completions:

March 1970
April 1970
May 1970

capability may be added.

•

No

Earth Station
Name:

Remote Earth Station*

Assigned Inventory Letter: CC
Organization Responsibility:

Location:

Comsat

Not designated

Antenna Size:

16'

Beam Pointing Mechanism/Accuracy:

4-6 GHz

Radio Frequency Bands

71 (113W

Transmit e.i.r.p.

20 dB

Receive G/T:

1 MSG

Modulator Types & Numbers:

50 kHz

Modulator Bandwidths:
Demodulator Types & Numbers:

•

Manual ±0.2°

50 kHz

Demodulator Bandwidths:

Beam Reposition Ability:
Frequency Retunability_:

Manually steerable - hour angle/declination
Requires 1-2 hours when necessary components
are on-station

Interconnection Capability:
Polarization CapabillLy.:

1 MSG

Not known

Linear and adjustable

Non-Synchronous Satellite Capability:
Availability:

Available for demonstrational use

W'Schedulac: completion December 1969.

•

No

Earth Station
Name:

Casshorn

Assigned Inventory Letter: CD

0

Organization Responsibility:

Location:

Comsat

In storage - Manila Philippines

Antenna Size:

42' casshorn

Beam Pointing Mechanism/Accuracy:

Autotrack and manual 0.04°

,
4-6 GHz
__ _____________

Radio Frequency Bands

•

Transmit e.i.r.p.:

95.5 dBW

Receive G/T:

32.5 dB

Modulator Types & Numbers:

2 MSG (FM)

Modulator Bandwidths:

3.5 MHz

Demodulator Types & Numbers:

2 MSG (rm)

Demodulator Bandwidths:

3.5 MHZ

Beam Reposition Ability:

Fully steerable AZ-EL

Frequency Retunability

1-2 hour when needed components are on-station.

Interconnection Capability:
Polarization Capability:

Not known

Linear with any orientation

Non-Synchronous Satellite Capability:
. Availability:

Yes

Available for demonstrational

purposes

Earth Station
Name:

Andover (Maine)

Assigned Inventory Letter:

CE

Organization Responsibility:

Location:

Comsat

44° 38' 59" North Lat., 070° 42' 52" West Long.

Antenna Size:

68' horn-reflector

Beam Pointing Mechanism/Accuracy:

Autotrack, manual ±0.02°

4-6 GHz

Radio Frequency Bands

,

98 dBW

Transmit e.i.r.p.

> 40.7 dB
_

Receive G/T:

1 TV, 9 MSG (FM)

Modulator Types & Numbers:

5/10/20/40 MHz

Modulator Bandwidths:
Demodulator Types & Numbers:
Demodulator Bandwidths:

Beam Reposition Ability.:

1 TV, 15 MSG (FM)

.

5/10/20/40 MHz

Elevation -2° to 88°, azimuth 0° to 360°

Requires 1-2 hours when needed components are
on-station
Interconnection Capability: Adequate for MSG and video to New York

Frequency Retunabilitz:

Polarization Capability:

Linear, rotatable or circular

Non-Synchronous Satellite Capability:
Availability:

Yes

The earth station is normally used for commercial communications. The earth station would be available for demonstrational purposes providing INTELSAT II F3 were used in conjunction with this earth station.

Earth Station
Name:

Etam (West Virginia)

Assigned Inventory Letter:CF
Organization Responsibility:

Location:

Comsat

39 0 16' 50" North Lat., 079° 44' 13" West Long.

Antenna Size:
Beam Point

97' parabolic-reflector
Mechanism/Accuracy:

Autotrack, manual ±0.015°

4-6 GHz

Radio Frequency Bands

100 dBW

Transmit e.i.r.p.

> 40.7 dB
_

Receive G/T:

8 MSG and 1 TV (FM)

Modulator Types & Numbers:

5/10/20/40 MHz
Demodulator Bandwidths:
Demodulator Typos & Numbers:

•

10 MSG and 1 TV OW
5/10/20/40 MHz

Demodulator Bandwidths:

Beam Reposition Ability:

Fully steerable AZ-EL

Requires 1-2 hours when necessary components
are on-station
Interconnection Capability: Adequate for MSG and video

Frequency Retunability:

Circular (transmit-left, receive-right) can be
modified for linear any angle
Non-Synchronous Satellite Capability: Yes

Polarization Capability:

Availability:

The earth station is normally used for commercial communications. The earth station would be available for demonstrational purposes providing INTELSAT III F2 were used in conjunction with this earth station.

A3 receive and I transmit MSG units will be added by October 1969.

Earth Station
Name:

Cayey (Perto Rico)
CG

Assigned Inventory Letter:

Organization Responsibility:

Location:

Comsat

18° 08' 00" North Lat., 066° 07' 57" West Long.

Antenna Size:

97' parabolic reflector

Beam Pointing Mechanism/Accuracy:

Autotrack, manual ±0.015°

4-6 GHz
_____
100 dBW

Radio Frequency Bands
Transmit e.i.r.p.

> 40.7 dB
_

Receive G/T:

3 MSG and 1 TV (FM)

Modulator Types & Numbers:

5/10/20/40 MHz

Modulator Bandwidths:
Demodulator Types - & Numbers:

Beam Re_position Ability:
Frequency Retunability:

Fully steerable AZ-EL
Requires 1-2 hours when necessary components are
on station

Interconnection Capability:
Polarization Capability:

4 MSG and 1 TV (FM)
5/10/20/40 MHz

Demodulator Bandwidths:

Adequate for MSG and video to San Juan

Circular (transmit-left, receive-right) can
be modified for linear any angle

Non-Synchronous Satellite Capability:
Availability:

•

________---...

Yes

The earth station is normally used for commercial communications. The earth station would be available for
demonstrational purposes providing INTELSAT III F2 were
used in conjunction with this earth station.

Earth Station
Name:

41,

Jamesburg (California)

Assigned Inventory Letter:

ca

Organization Responsibility.:

Location:

Comsat

36° 24' 10" North Lat., 1210 38' 48" West Long.

Antenna Size:

97' parabolic-reflector

Beam Pointing Mechanism/Accuracy:

Autotrack, manual ±.015°

4-6 GHz

Radio Frequency Bands

100 dBW

Transmit

> 40.7 dB

Receive G/T:

6 MSG and 1 TV (FM)

Modulator Types & Numbers:

5/10/20/40 MHz

Modulator Bandwidths:
Demodulator Types & Numbers:

Beam Reposition Ability:
Frequency Retunability:

.

Fully steerable AZ-EL
Requires 1-2 hours when necessary components
are on station.

Interconnection Capability.:
Polarization Capability:

6 MSG and 1 TV (FM)
5/10/20/40 MHz

Demodulator Bandwidths:

Adequate for MSG and video to San Francisco

Circular (transmit-left, receive-right) can
be modified for linear any angle.

Non-Synchronous Satellite Capability:
Availability:

,

Yes

The earth station is normally used for commercial communications. The earth station would be available for demonstrational purposes providing INTELSAT III F4 were used in conjunction with this earth station.

*One(1) transmit and five(5) receive MSG units will be added by December
1969.

•

Earth Station
Name:

S

Paumalu No

1 (Hawaii)
CI

Assigned Inventory Letter:

Organization Res_ponsibility:

Location:

Comsat

21° 40' 24" North Lat., 158° 02' 09" West Long.

Antenna Size:

97' cassegrain

Beam Pointing Mechanism/Accuracy:

Autotrack, program track, manual i0.02

4-6 GHz

Radio Frequency Bands

100 dBW

Transmit e.i.r.p.

> 40.7 dB

Receive G/T:

1 TV and 3 MSG (FM)

Modulator Types & Numbers:

5/10/20/40 MHz

Modulator Bandwidths:
Demodulator Types & Numbers:

Frequency Retunability:

Fully steerable AZ-EL
Requires 1-2 hours when necessary components
are on station

Interconnection Capability:
Polarization Capability:

Adequate for MSG and video to Honolulu

Circular (transmit-left, receive-right) can be
modified for linear with any orientation

Non-Synchronous. Satellite Capability:
Availability:

.

5/10/20/40 MHz

Demodulator Bandwidths:

Beam Reposition Ability:

1 TV and 3 MSG (FM)

Yes

The earth station will be normally used for commercial
communications after September 1969. The earth station
would be available for demonstrational purposes providing INTELSAT II F4 were used in conjunction with
this earth station.

Earth Station
Name:

Paumalu No. 2 .(Hawaii)

Assigned Inventory Letter: CJ
Organization Responsibility:

Location:

Comsat

21° 40' 17" North Lat., 158° 02' 12" West Long.

Antenna Size:

97' parabolic-reflector

Beam Pointing Mechanism/Accuracy:

Autotrack, manual ±0.015°

4-6 GHz

Radio Frequency Bands

_-_-_-__
100 dB11

Transmit e.i.r.p.

> 40.7 dB
_

Receive G/T:

3 MGS and 1 video (FM)

Modulator Types & Numbers:

5/10/20/40 MHz

Modulator Bandwidths:

_

Demodulator Types & Numbers:

5/10/20/40 MHz

Demodulator Bandwidths:

Beam Reposition Ability:
Frequency Retunability:

I

Requires 1-2 hours when necessary components
are on station.
Adequate for MSG and Video to Honolulu

Circular (transmit-left, receive-right) can
be modified for linear any angle.

..ion-Synchronousatellite Capability:
Availability:

.

Fully steerable

Interconnection Capability:
Polarization Capability.:

6 MGS and 1 video (FM)

Yes

The earth station is normally used for commercial communications. The earth station would be available for demonstrational purposes providing INTELSAT III F4 were used
in conjunction with this earth station.

transmit and two(2) receive MSG units will be added by October 1969

Earth Station
Name:

Talkeetna*

Assigned Inventory Letter: CK
Or9anization Responsibility:

Location:

Comsat

62° - 19' - 57", North Lat., 150°-01-52", West Long.

Antenna Size:

97' Cassegrain

Beam Pointing Mechanism/Accuracy:

Autotrack, manual i.015°

4-6 GHz
_
100 dBW

Radio Frequency Bands
Transmit e.i.r.p.

—

____ -= -

> 40.7 dB

Receive G/T:

1 TV & 1 MSG (FM)

Modulator Types & Numbers:

5/10/20/40 MHz

Modulator Bandwidths:
Demodulator Types & Numbers:

Beam Reposition Ability:
Frequency Retunability:

.

Fully steerable AZ-EL
Requires 1-2 hours when necessary components
are on-station

Interconnection Capability:
Polarization Capability:

1 TV & 2 MSG (FM)
5/10/20/40 MHz

Demodulator Bandwidths:

Adequate for MSG and video to Anchorage

Circular (transmit-left and receive-right) can
be modified for linear any angle

Non-Synchronous Satellite Capability:
Availability:

—

Yes

The earth station would be normally used for commercial
communications. The earth station would be available
for demonstrational purposes providing INTELSAT III F4
were used in conjunction with this earth station.

TEEinied operational date:

7/1/70.

Earth Station
Name:

Andover (Maine)

Assigned Inventory Letter: CL

4Ik

rganization Responsibilit_y:

Location:

INTELSAT

44° 38' 59" North Lat., 070° 42' 52" West Long.

Antenna Size:

42' casshorn

Beam Pointing Mechanism/Accuracy:

Autotrack and Manual +0.04°

4-6 GHz

Radio Frequency Bands
, ____ ___
Transmit e.i.r.p.:

95.5 dBW

Receive G/T:

32.5 dB

Modulator Types & Numbers:

1 MSG (FM)

Modulator Bandwidths:

3.5 MHz

Demodulator Types & Numbers:

1 MSG (FM)

lik

Frequency_ Retunability:

•

_

.

1-2 hours when needed components are on-station
Adequate MSG and video to New York

Linear with any orientation

Non-Synchronous Satellite Capability:
Availability:

-.._

Fully steerable AZ-EL

Interconnection Capability:
Polarization Capability:

.

3.5 MHz

emodulator Bandwidths:

Beam Reposition Ability:

____

Yes

Required for Telemetry and Command of INTELSAT satellites.

,
_

Earth Station
Name:

Paumalu (Hawaii)

Assigned Inventor_y_ Letter: CM
Organization Responsibility:

Location:

INTELSAT

21° 40' 18" North Lat., 158° 02' 09" West Long.

Antenna Size:

42 foot Casshorn

Beam Pointing Mechanism/Accuraci:

Autotrack, discrete point program, manual
+0.04°

Radio Frequency Bands

4-6 GHz
1
,

Transmit e.i.r.p.:

95.5 dBW

Receive G/T:

, 32.5 dB

Modulator Types & Numbers:

1 MSG (FM)

Modulator Bandwidths:

3.5 MHz

Demodulator Types & Numbers:

1 MSG (FM)

ftemodulator Bandwidths:

Beam Reposition Ability:
Frequency RetunabiliLy.:

Polarization Capability:

•
_

3.5 MHz

Fully steerable AZ - EL
1-2 hour when needed components are on-station.

Interconnection Capability:

Adequate MSG and video to Honolulu

Linear with any orientation

Non-Synchronous Satellite Capability:
Availability:

I

Yes

Required for telemetry and command of INTELSAT satellites

•
•

Earth Station
Name:
Assigned Inventory Letter: CN
raft Company
Organization Responsibility: Hughes Airc

Location:

Transportable

Antenna Size:

30' Cassegrain

Beam Pointing Mechanism/Accuracy:

Radio Frequency Bands

0
Motor driven manual ± 0.1

'

GHz
4-6
• •

•i

93 dBW

Transmit

28.4 dB

Receive G/T:
Modulator Types & Numbers:.

1 TV (FM)
30 MHz

Modulator Bandwidths:
Demodulator Ty2s & Numbers:

2 TV' (FM)
30 MHz

Demodulator Bandwidths.:

Motor driven
_
Beam Reposition Ability:
needed 'components are
Frequency Retunability: Requires 1-2 hours when
on station
Interconnection Capabilly.:
Polarization Capability:

Not known

Linear

bi1ity.: No
Non-Synchronous Satellite q..E24LI
with Hughes Aircraft Company
Availability: By arrangement

Earth Station
Name:

411

Assigned Inventory Letter: cy
Organization Responsibility:

Hughes Aircraft Company

Location: Transportable
Antenna Size: 16' Cassegrain
Beam Pointing_Mechanism/Accuracy:

Manual + .2°
_

.

Transmit E.i.r.R.

88.7 dBW

Receive G/T:

20 dB

Modulator Types & Numbers:

1 TV (FM)

.
•
.

30 MHz

Modulator Bandwidths:
Demodulator Tyys.s & Numbers:

•

1

4-6 'GI-1z

Radio Frequency BEInds

1 TV (FM)
30 MHz

Demodulator Bandwidths:

Beam Reposition Ability: Manually steerable - hour angle/declination
Freguency Retunability: Requires 1-2 hours when needed'components are
on-. station
Lauxgaringg_tion Capability:
Polarization Capability:

Not Known

Linear

Non-Synchronous Satellite Capabill'Lly:

No

Availability: By arrangement with Hughes Aircraft Company

.

Earth Station
Name:

•

Arkansas

AssicIned Inventory Letter: cz
Organization Responsibility:

Hughes Aircraft Company

Location:
Antenna Size:

85' Cassegrain

Beam Pointing Mechanism/Accuracy:

4-6 GHz
_

Radio Frequency Bands

40

Motor driven ± .01

Transmit E.i.r.p.

84.5 dBW

Receive G/T:

39.5 dB

Modulator Types & Numbers

I TV 1 MSG (FM)

Modulator Bandwidths:

30 MHz

Demodulator Types & Numbers:

I TV 1 MSG (FM)

Demodulator Bandwidths:

30 MHz

1

motion AZ-EL ± 5° either axis
Beam Rclposition Abintx: Limited
on station
Freauency Retunability:1-2 hours when needed components are
ction Capability: Not known
_
Interconne
Polarization Capability: Linear
ly: No
:
Non-Synchronous Satellite Capabilit
ny
Availability.: By arrangement with Hughes Aircraft Compa

•

,

Earth SLation
Name:

410

Transatel

Assigne(I Inventory Letter:cQ
Organization Responsibility:

General Electric Company

Location: Transportable
Antenna Size:

15' parabola

Beam Pointing Mechanism/Accuracy:

Monopulse autotrack and stabilized for
shipboard operation ± ;25
-'
6 GHz

Radio Frequency Bands

.
Transmit E.i

..

87.9 dEW

n

1
I
_____,1

Receive G/T:
Modulator Types & Numbers:

1 TV -1 TVS (FM

Modulator Bandwidths:

20 MHz
.;

Demodulator Types & Nulr,bers:

411

_____

_

Demodu3ator Bandwidths:

Beam Rcl?osition

Fully steerable AZ-EL

Frecluen

Requirement 1-2 hours when needed components
are on station
Interconnection_gabiLLL.y:
Polarization Capabild:

Linear

Non-Synchronous Satellite .g.LIpabilitly:

No

AvailabilitI: By arrangement with Western Union International when not
used for Apollo operations

Earth
.
__
_. _Station
Name:
Assigned Inventory___Letter: CR
Collins Radio Company
OrganizationRe
_.
_ __
_ sponsibility:
Location:

Dallas

Texas

Antenna Size: 60'
Beam Pointing Mechanism/Accuracy:

6/4 GHz

Radio Frequency Bands

411

Transmit

84.5 dBW

Receive G/T:

39.1 dB

Modulator Types & Numbers:

1 MSG or TV (FM)

Modulator Bandwidths:

40 MHz

Demodulator Types & Numbers:

1 MSG or TV (FM)

Demodulator Bandwidths:

40 MHz

_

_

Fully steerable AZ-EL

Beam Reaosition
a

Manual and Autotrack

Fr9stlapncy Retunabiliq: Requires 1-2 hours where needed components are
on-station
Interconnection Capability.: None at present
Polarization CapabiltLy_:

Linear adjustable or circular

Non-Sypchronous Satellite Capability: Yes
Availability.:

•

By arrangement with Collins Radio Company

Earth Station
Name:

411

Assigned Inventory Letter:ds
Organization Responsibility:

RCA World Communications

Location:*
Antenna Size: 42' Casshorn
Beam Pointing Mechanism/Accuracy:

4-6 GHz

Radio Frequency Bands
Transmit E.i.r.o.

95.5 dBW

Receive G/T:

>

MSG (FM)

Modulator Types & Numbers.:

111

32.5 dB

Modulator Bandwidths:

MHZ

DemodulaLor Types & Numbers:

MSG (FM)
MHz

Domodulator Bandwidths:

Beam Reposition Ability:

Fully steerable AZ-EL

Frecipena_Retunability.: 1-2 hours where needed components are on station
InteTconnection Capabiliy: Not known
Polarization Ca2.

1iLy.: Linear with any orientation

Non-S-ynchronous Satel.lite_Capability_: Yes
Availabili,lx: By arrangement with RCA

*The electronics van is piresently at Guam and should he available
'970. The antenna is presently at
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MR. wAlmEN- The Vice President is here this
afternoon to discuss the Snace Task Group report to the
President and with him he has Dr. Lee DuBridge, Dr. Thomas
Paine of NASA, and Secretary of the Air Force Seamans.
Also here today is a gentleman I am sure you all
remember, Lieutenant Colonel Bill Anders, who is retired
from the Air Force and who is now Executive Secretary
of the i:ational Space Council, of which the Vice President
is the head.
I will turn this over now to the Vice President.
THE VICE PRESIDENT,

Ladies and Gentlemen:

If I can just review the beginning, the origin
of this :.'.pace Task Group for you for a minute.
On February 13, the President appointed a group
to develop a recommendation for the United States' space
program to take in the post-Apollo period. He requested
us not only to prepare a coordinated program, but to
look snecifically at the budgetary considerations.
The principles of the Space Task Group have
already been introduced and in addition to them, of course,
we had, as observers working with us and cooperating with
us in our explorations, Secretary Johnson of State, Dr.
Glenn r2eaborg, Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission, and
Robert layo, the Director of the Budget.
We had quite a few far-reaching meetings in developing these recommendations which have now been eLloi:riuc./
you, and I want to point out that there are additional copies
of these available if you do need them.
The results of our explorations into a subject
which is rluite difficult to cope with because of the
diversity of opinion and because of the inherent problems
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of visualizing what is actually going to take place several
decades from now,ronetheless did develop a unanimity of
opinion within a certain spectrum among us.
As the report indicates, as far as NASA is
concerned, we came up with a recommended three programs,
each having different budgetary levels and each having
as a goal -- and I emphasize the word "goal, and not a
commitment -- a manned landing on Mars before the end of
the century.
We rejected a crash program of the magnitude that
would turn loose every bit of our technological ability toward
achieving this manned landing as quickly as possible, regardless
of the budgetary limitations, for the obvious reason that
there are competing priorities in a difficult time of
inflation that makes it impossible for us to move in this
direction.
We also rejected foregoing the substantial benefits
that have come out of the APOLLO program, the benefits of
National prestige, so aptly and cogently drawn by the
APOLLO 11 astronauts in their appearance before the Joint
Session of Congress yesterday.
We presented, rather, a balanced program, not
unduly focusing in its developmental stages upon the manned
space program, but spreading our abilities over space missions
such as navigation, meteorology, communications, the space
science program, the enhancement of National security and
increased international cooperation and participation and
the development of new capabilities.
We came up with the options with which you have
been provided. I can't say what my principal colleagues
on the group would like to suggest as their individual
choices as far as these options are concerned.
I think you also have in your possession a letter
from me to the President indicating that my personal preference
is Option II, which allows a clear acceptance of the Mars
landing goal sometime around 1986, but nonetheless, as Bill
Anders pointed out to me today, leaves us free to be flexible
by evaluating the results of precursor flights,by
unmanned vehicles, testing the desirability of the time frame
in which we should really make the final designation of
a %ars landing date.
Option I would permit a landing on Mars in the early
1980's and would require a maximum annual expenditure of
$9 billion in 1980.
Option II, the one I personally recommended,
would include the launch of a manned Mars mission in 1986,
about three years later than Option I. The maximum annual
expenditure for this option would be about $8 billion,
occurring in the early 1980's.
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Option III includes initial development of a
space station and reuseable space shuttles, which are also
included, incidentally, in Options I and II, but defers
a decision on a manned landing on Mars while maintaining
the option of accomplishing this goal after 1980, but before
the close of the century.
Now, the Task Group, as I said, rejected these
two outside limits, the idea of a crash program, and the
other, the idea of foregoing any future manned flights after
the phase out of APOLLO.
The Task Group also considered and reported to the
President on defense aspects of the Nation's space program.
It recommended continuing coordination between the Department
of Defense and NASA, particularly in the development of the
new space transportation capability.
The Task Group recommended broadening the applications
program, which I have already indicated, such as air and
ocean travel control, navigation system, environmental
monitoring and forecasting, earth resources, surveys and
communications.
We recommended increased utilization of the National
Aeronautics and Space Council, the council which Bill
Anders now heads, as Executive Secretary, not only in
coordinating interagency space interest, but in conducting
a continuing re-assessment of the space program.
That, briefly, is a summation of the non-technical
parts of our report. I do want to say, before I turn the
meeting over to Dr. DuBridge, who will comment on the
scientific aspects of the report, that this has been one
of the most stimulating and profitable groups that I have
ever had the pleasure of working with.
I want particularly to commend the agencies
represented by the principals, particularly Dr. Russell
Drew, who is with us today, and who made the presentation
of the final result of our studies to the President the
day before yesterday.
Dr. DuBridge, would you like to add something?
DR. DU BRIDGE!

Thank you, Mr. Vice President.

This is Russell Drew right here, and I want to
commend him, too. The staff work on this report was
coordinated through my office and Dr. Drew was my chief aide
in this respect. He did a marvelous job inhelping to bring
all the ideas together, sorting them out and bringing
unanimity in the Task Group and in the staff people who
were concerned with this report.
I know that some of the more spectacular features
report
will be the matters that have to do with
this
of
the large budget expenditures, the important space transportation system, the important space stations, and particularly,
the Mars landing.
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I would want to say, however, that in all three
options there are, from the scientific community's point
of view, very heavy emphasis on important aspects of
proceeding with science and applications of this program.
All three options contain heavy emphasis on earth
applications, satellites, for studying the geology,
the geography, the atmosphere of the oceans of the earth
and bringing space technology directly and immediately
to the benefit of the people on earth.
All three programs also consist and include heavy
emphasis on scientific programs, to extend our scientific
knowledge of the earth itself, of the moon, through additional
lunar expeditions, interplanetary space and additional
scientific information about the moon and the planets.
They include the grand tour of the outer planets at
some time in the late '70's when these grand tours become
possible because of the peculiar lineup of the planets which
occurs in the late '70's and which will not occur again for
another 100 or 150 years. This will be a most important
scientific enterprise which is included in all of these
options.
Therefore, I think the important part of these
reports having to do with the scientific community, will be
the earth applications and the scientific programs which
are mixed up, however, with both the manned and the
unmanned programs because the manned programs, earth satellite
programs, and the manned landing on Mars will all also have
important scientific components. That is why we call it a
balance program. It aims at aonlications and scientific
objectives and exploration objectives by using both manned
and unmanned technologies.
Finally, there is heavy emphasis in the report on
international collaboration. I am leaving tomorrow morning
with a group of colleagues to travel in several countries
in Europe in which we will discuss general matters of
scientific collaboration with these countries, including
questions of how we can best collaborate in the space field.
I think that is all I need to say, and we will
now, all of us, be ready to try to answer your questions.
Dr. DuBridge, do you have any recommendation
options
the
on
yourself?
DR. DU BRIDGE: I am not putting in any special
personal recommendation, because I think the choice between
the three is possibly a matter of budgetary consideration,
and I think thM:should be left to the President.
Dr. DuBridge, you have said recently that there
U
is no possibility or a very great unlikelihood of life on
Mars, so how do you rationalize the sending of men there
to look for life?
DR. DU BRIDGE: Well, there are many other things
that men will look for besides life. Nobody ever expected
to find life on the moon, either, and yet what the astronauts
discovered there and the analysis of the materials that they
brought back, which are undergoing a very exciting analysis
and interpretation, has revealed a great wealth of information
Ain't:YR

about the nature of the moon. Whether or not there is life
on Mars, seeing Mars close up and bringing back samples of
the Martian surface will be a great event in scientific
history.
•
When does the President have to make his
decision to be able to get one of these options into motion?
DR. DU BRIDGE! The only option that requires a
very early decision on the Mars project is Option I, in which
the decision would have to be made quite soon to get going
with that. It would require the decision on Mars by 1974
if Option I were to be undertaken. It could be a little bit
later on Option II and, of course, still later on Option III.
•
nr. Vice President, may we ask you how big
a factor was it in reaching your decision on which of these
options to go with was what the Soviet's capabilities are
on making it in the future, and if the President adopts
your option, what are the chances of the Soviet Union
staging a manned landing on Mars first?
THE VICE PRESIDENT
To answer the first part of
your question, almost no consideration, because as we developed
these options, all three of them are flexible enough to
allow modifications to take place and accelerations to
take place in the budgetary end of things, the funding of
the programs to move them up should it be indicated by
some future development on the part of the capability
on the part of the Soviets or some other nation that might
make us wish to, as we did in the pre-Apollo days, undertake
a more vigorous and more expensive approach to the whole
question.
The flexibility is built in to these options
and doesn't require us to react at the present time to anything
that is haopenL7!g outside our own space program.
I might add here that in Table 2 of the booklet
that has been distributed, you will see for fiscal year 1970
the fu71-ling levels are $3.9 million for each of the three
options. In 1971, it moves to $4.250 billion for
1971 on Option 1, but only $3.950 million for II and III.
From that point on, II and III maintain a constant level
together, all the way up to 1978, which is the first
place that Option II takes off and starts to go up.
•
If we may, Mr. Vice President, what are the
chances that the Russians will beat us in terms of a man on
Mars?
THE VICE PRESIDENT! I think Dr. Paine would probably
know more about the developments of the Soviet scientific
capability than I would. We have not seen very much in the
way of information advanced through the media from the
Soviet Union on any space activity.
We understand that they are still interested in
this area. They are not, by any means, leaving the field
to the United States, but maybe Dr. Paine would like to
comment on that.
MORE

DR. PAINE:

That is a cooA statement.

"r. vice President, were it
not for the
budget considerations, would you
have favored nntion I?
TYE VICE 7orq:corriT
No, I don't helve so, because
I personally believe that alth
ough we need this lonl-rance
coal, that is, as the 7\rOLLO
nrogram named as o simnle
objective the conquest oc the moon
to the feet of man, while
we need this goal we should wait
until we can establish
through our precursor fliahts of
ulm.anne' satellites how
valuable it is for us to go to mars
at anv 'articular moment.
"(Men we have such difficult budgetar
y comnet3tion
taking rlace between the domestic
nroblems of the country
and the need, to cet on with this
type of thing, we
want to know exactly what the bene
fits are goina to be
as far as we car and we need these
nrecursor flights to
aiye us some idea of the potential
benefit o the flight.
(1)
Dr. Paine, under Your cheanest budg
et, would you
be able to hold together your snace
industrial comnley,
your machine, or would it fall
anart at the low rate of snendinq on the third option?
PATNE: No. "%II three of these
ontions will
hold together the team and indeed
will c.ive them a
major challenge. As the vice
President emnlained, the
nrincinal difference between
the ontions is budgetary how
long You strinc out the nrogrars
in the future.
Dr. Paine, which ontion do you ort for?
D'?. PAINE. T have not vet
made my rrcorrendaticr
to the President, and I an cons
idering this very carefully.
I think that the nrogram itself
in any one of the three
ontions is the thinc that so far
we have nut together with
a areat deal of care. All three of
these nroarars are
nrograms that we in the Task vorce
and the observers unanimously
endorsed.
The question of which You sele
ct /IPS to cet you
into the guestion of National
nriorities, end together with
many other 7eonle, T share the view
that we are not moving
ahead in mans' other areas as
rapidly as we should be.
tge are faced with nroblems of infl
ation. when I make
my recomnendation to the President, it
will be on the
basis of taking these things into consider
ation, also,
You told the enate nace rommittee last
month
that a manned expedition landina on
in 1932 would not,
in Your estimation, be a crash nrogram. rave
You changed
your mind since then?
P2NTNEc It would not be a crash nrocram,
hut
it would certainly he a flat-out program that would
demand
that we were successful in everything that
we undertook and it
would reguire substantial exnenJitures
.
You will notice that all of our "ars nrcgrams
are
nredicated on the availability of nuclear
rronulsion, which
will make this exnedition a far more eccromical
and practical
thing to do. It does, however, require that
we come un with
”OPT
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a successful answer to the nrohlems we face in this area.
We are making very rrooe nrogress in nuclear nronulsion.
we are very °leased and we, therefore. felt that the ”ars
exnendition should follow and take advantage of nuclear
nronulsion which would not only make this an expedition that
would have far more canabilitv, hut at the end of the expedition, as our testimony shows before the Senate Committee,
we would still have the snace shins in earth orbit ready to be
refueled and resunnlied and set forth again.
F'o the "ars exnedition in the 1980's, of the tyne
that we are talking about, is a very different nronosition
from the one-shot exnendable STUN mission of the 1950's.
Dr. Itinridge, when you were talking about the
timing of a Presidential decision, were you talking in
terns of months or what, when You said soon?
D. nU BP/DGF- T thought the auestion was how
soon would_ the President have to make his decision in regard
to the Mars landing. The answer which Dr. Paine gave was
in Ortion T in 1974, and the other ontions at corresnonding
later neriods.
I hone the
general options will
us any indication of
that it will only he
his preference among

Presiclent's choice among these three
be made rather soon. Pe has not aiven
how soon, hut I have ever exoectation
a few weeks before the President indicates
these three ontions.

1.Tjfl the Task Torce stay organized to a(qvise
O
the President further?
Tqe will stand by to answer any
DR. DU ERID(7,F
auestions which he might like to raise, but we consider
that our task has been comnleted now.
O
Dr. Seamans, what would the or,r) use the
space shuttle for? It has been recommended that it
jointly enter into studies with NASA. That would you use
it for?
SFPmANSI The DOD is very interested in
of the space transnortation system, as with
nossibilitv
the
the recoverable booster and snace craft into orbit, not
for a manned nroaram, but because there Are a large
number of unmanned payloads that the Department of Tlefense
is putt3na into orbit, and if a reliable, recoverable
snace transnortation system could be develoned, we believe
that the cost cc our nrorTranl in the future could be materially
reduced.
Pr. Paine, do you envision a snace craft that
O
could land men and take men to "lars at that time would also
be useful for fly-bys to Juniter and, nerhans other nlanets?
DR. PAINE! The same tvnP of space craft that would
take men out to Wars and back would have a number of other
anolications. It certainly would be excellent for Venus
exneditions. It would be a very good low-cost way to
shuttle men back and forth to the moon.

T4hether we could get out as far as Juniter is
another Question. I think that would represent quite another
thing. I think this will require the next generation of
advance in snace nronulsion.
0
Can you aive us an estimate of the cost
of 7oina to Mars on these various nroelrans?
DP— PAIFE: It is difficult to nut a figure on
it because it nartly denends on the hase from which we
leave, bow far we have core with nuclear nronulsion, how
far
have core with our space shuttle and how our space
station proarar has proaressee—
Tlith these nrograms behind us, an exnedition to "ars
should he no more exnensive than the kDOLLO nroarar to go
to the moon. 'Rut those "ars sneci.fic exnenditures would
start later on, after Tie are satisfied that we had rade
the riaht technical nroffress in these other areas.

l'"ORF
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Does this mean you can wait until 1974 before
you would have to commit yourselves to a Mars decision?
DR. PAINE: Yes. We would not start developing Mars
systems equipment until the 1974 period.
•

When would you have to commit to the Mars

landing?
DR. PAINE!
1974 for Option I.
•

1974.

That is the specific part.

It is

For Option II?

DR. PAINE: For Option II you could go as late as
1977 -- 1976 would probably be a better date.
•
Is there any shut-off date, Dr. Paine, in the
production of a SATURN V? Are you just going to go on making
those?
DR. PAINE: At the present time we are keeping the
team together to produce the SATURN V's. We are producing
components for them. We have not yet reached a decision as
to what the terminal number will be or the rate at which we
will proceed in the future. We still have the teams together,
the production lines in place.
•

It is still three a year?

DR. PAINE:

Yes.

•
Dr. Seamans, do you have a personal preference
as to which option should be chosen here?
DR. SEANANS
I might point out that there are two
sets of options. There is a set of options for the Department
of Defense which we have not been discussing. This will have to
be decided on a case-by-case basis rather than really between
options as we go ahead.
As far as the NASA program is concerned, I felt very
strongly from the start that from the present vantage point of
our space program, having achieved the lunar landing
and other
achievements, that we should exploit this capability to the
maximum extent for scientific purposes and for the service of
mankind here on earth. I am very happy with all three options
because they all show an increase in this exploitation area
above the present level that we now have in the NASA program.

So, I would say between the options it becomes a
question of the budget, However, of the various items,
the
big budget items on which the decision will hinge, I personally
would like to see an early experimental program to determine
whether the space transportation system is really in the cards
or not because this could have impact, as I have already said,
on the DOD effort.
•

Dr. Paine, what is the development cost of the
Do you have any estimate?

Space shuttle and space station?

MORE

DR. PAINE: I don't have those numbers with me. We
are preparing the backup material which will be available this
Friday, that NASA submitted to the Space Task Group which has
a breakdown of all these programs.
DR. DU BRIDGE: The annual costs are shown on the
chart on Page 25. It shows the component which the shuttle
will occupy during the first few years of its development and
also the component which would be attributable to the space
station alone during those years. You can add up the areas
of those curves and get the total numbers.
Dr. DuEridge, why are you handing us three
options? Why aren't you just telling the President that we
looked at all of these things, the pros and cons, and here
is what we have looked at and we would like you to go with
one of the options. Why are you telling us about three
options?
DR. DU BRIDGE: I think it would have been inconsiderate
for us to say to the President, here is one program and it is
the only one you have to chose from. There are many other things
that the President must consider as he considers the space
program, such as our fight against inflation, the problems of
welfare, the many other problems which face the nation. Only
in the President's office can all of these considerations and
priority problems be brought together so that a decision can
be made bringing in all aspects of our national welfare and
national prosperity.
Therefore, I think it would have been a little,
let us say, inconsiderate, for us not to have given the
President several options, all of which have components
which we believe are valuable and important and which we
believe capitalize on the great technological advances and
scientific advances that we have seen in the last ten or
twelve years and which give us the means of moving ahead,
but leaving it to him to chose the pace at which this
motion shall occur and in making this determination in
consideration of all other national priority problems.
I am not saying why are you giving him three
choices. I am saying, why are you telling us about it. Isn't
that a little on the political side?
DR. DU BRIDGE: We are telling you exactly what we
told the President. The President felt that it would be
desirable for us to present to the public exactly the report
that we presented to him. So this is precisely the report
that we gave to the president with the attachments. There is
a classified attachment from DOD given to the President which
is not distributed to the press.
So we are simply coming clean with you and telling
you exactly what we told the President. That was his desire.
Dr. Paine, when are you going to make your
recommendation to the President?
DR. PAINE1 I will probably be making my recommendations in about a week.
MORE

•
I have not had a chance to look at this except
only very briefly, but I saw in Option II and III that you had
a lunar surface base station for 1983. Would you say on what
level that would be and how many people would be there?
DR. PAINE
This is predicated, again, on the success
of our space station module which will give us the capability
of keeping six to twelve men safe in orbit in space for
substantial periods of time.
We propose that toward the end of the 1970's, if we
have a successful nuclear propulsion capability, to move one
of these space station modules out and put it in orbit around
the moon which will be our first lunar base, but not our first
lunar surface base.
Then, several years later, when we have selected the
area of the moon that we think would be the most advantageous
to have men living on the surface, we would take one of these
very similar modules and, using a space tug capability, ease
this down on to a soft landing on the surface.
•
Dr. Paine, there has been some discussion in the
press and elsewhere, up on the Hill, about the relative lack
of emphasis on the applications program, the scientific
satellite, the weather satellite and communications and so forth.
This report and others indicate that there should be
increased emphaois on these. Can you give us some indication or
percentage figures, perhaps, of increased activity on the part
of NASA in these two areas?
DR. PAINE: Again, this is covered in our more
detailed breakdown that we will have available for you Friday.
The general area that we are putting the most emphasis behind
is this new area of earth resources. This is an area that holds
great promise. At the same time, there is a great deal of work
to do before this promise can be proved and the true economic
benefits in the many different areas which it will influence
can be established.
There are opportunities for substantial returns in
the field of surveillance of agriculture, forestry, pasture
lands, fisheries, a great deal in the management of water, and
all of these things, minerals. These are things which we will
be looking at and trying to find out where the maximum payoff
iS, where we can make the best investment that will give us an
earth resources program.
•
Do you mean you are going to do a complete
rethinking of the whole applications area?
DR. PAINEI
It is not a rethinking. This is just
moving ahead in the thinking that we already have underway.

•
Dr. DuBridge, is the word 'program" in this
booklet synonymous with the word "option" in this booklet?
MR. DREW:

If you are talking about the NASA booklet,

yes.
DR. DU BRIDGE!

Yes, we have used the two inter-

changeably.
MORE

-12Dr. Paine, you said before Congress, you or
Dr. niller, that these space shuttles would be able to land
and take off virtually from any airport. Does this mean that
Cape Kennedy is obsolete?
DR. PAINE: Not at all. I think that that was
perhaps a somewhat oversimplification. When these things
take off they are going to generate noises that I assure you
the National Airport would not welcome.
THE PRESS!

Thank you.
END
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Sqpt. 12, 1969

To:

Mr. Flanigan

From: Tom Whitehead
Here is a. summary of an
analysis I requested from
the USIA. No surprises,
but thought you might be
interested.

8/20/69
Impact of U.S. Space Program on
Domestic and Foreign Opinion
(sent by Henry Loomis)

Sept. 12, 1969

To:

Dr. Kissinger

From:

Torn Whitehead

At the request of
Peter Flanigan -preliminary draft.

A.52

September 12, 1969

To:
From:.

Bryce Harlow
Tom Whitehead

At the request of
Peter Flanigan —
preliminary draft.

Thursday 9/11/69

3:05

Checked with Earl Rhode about the budget
numbers for NASA -- he had misunderstood -didn't know he was to bring them dovn.

•

NASA BudFet
($ in billions)
BA

1969
1910
1971 runout
estimate*

BO

3.7

3.9

4.1

4.1

*Budget numbers will not be settled until January.
_These numbers represent NMA estimates of the cost
of continuing their current program into 1971.

Thursday 9/11/69

2:45

Dr. Lyons checked with Edward Joyce of USIA
concerning the evaluation of public opinion on
space shots which you had requested from
Henry Loomis several weeks ago.
He finds that it was sent to James Keogh
Dr. Lyons has arranged
on the 21st of August.
to have Loomis' office send you a copy of it.

•-\

632-5172

•

fig5A

f3eptcrvber 8, 1%9

MEMORANDUM )'O3' MI. '.VONYCal

Tho following is onlmalttod for possible inclutilou in Vac)
St'aff and Department Etriefo:
Vacancies in key jobs still CL at NASA
and NSIf. Oi irr.anediato concern are the Deputy
and several .Azsociato Divector ponitionfi In en.ch
offico, which shares
agency. Mr.
cubstantivo responsibility for thc)oe nzenc3cr.3 with
Dr. DuJI:e10.3e, hau initiated an effort to work
with Mr. Ficrrims °ince, 03'1', and these two •
th, zApprop:elate
agencto h) 10Cat.t3 p oplt
cju.iirications for th.ono

Clay T. *bitolicf.ad
tint
Eq.9.51 A.r)

cc; Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Krlegsman
-- --Mr. Whitchcad‘"
Central Files
CTWhitehcad:ed

4
0.

9/9/69

Called Dr. Radius'
office to advise
that Mr. Whitehead
said the letters are
O. K.

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
Office of the Administrator

Sept. 5, 1969

Dr. Whitehead:
Here are the draft letters I spoke to
you about last evening. We will
probably do some further editing but
these drafts will show you the approach
we are taking.
Please give me your reaction as soon
as possible.

Willis H. Shapley

On June 13, 1969, NASA presented to interested parties the
capabilities and availability of its Applications Technology
Satellites for experimentation. Because of your interest in
communications, I wish to bring to your attention the possibility of experimenting with available satellite and
ground facilities.
NASA has established a policy of making the ATS satellites
available for worthwhile experimentation by other organizations after the initial technical experiments on the satellites
have been completed and for as long as the satellites remain
operative. Such organizations can include other government
agencies, educational institutions, or private concerns which
are potential users of future operational satellite ystems
and are willing to invest in the necessary ground facilities,
provide message content, and cover other ground costs.
To assist those who attended the meeting at NASA on June 13
and others who may be interested in proposing experiments in
the use of communications satellites, we have compiled the
enclosed inventory of satellite and ground facilities that
might be made available during 1969 and 1970 for user
experimentation.
In order to provide prospective user-experimenters with the
broadest range of possibilities on which to base their plans,
the inventory includes available facilities of the Communications Satellite Corporation as well as those of NASA. At the
June 13 meeting, the ComSat Corporation representative offered
to make ComSat's facilities available for user-experimenters
who wish to use them, subject to FCC approval. It is our
hope that this information will assist interested userexperimenters to formulate specific proposals for experimental
use of available facilities, in any mix of NASA or ComSat
facilities the user considers appropriate.

2.
Shouad you wish to submit a proposal, emphasis should be
placed on enique applications or approaches. The proposal
should be detailed and include the objectives, methodology,
expected results of the experiments and procedures by which
the results of the experiments would be disseminated, the
value of each experiment in terms of local, national, or
international interest, and transmission time requirements
and degree of schedule flexibility. For your convenience
we have included in the inventory a form entitled "Proposed
Transmission Schedule."
NASA will review the technical and other aspects of these
plans and determine whether the proposed use of the MASA
satellites and ground facilities would be consistent with
NASA's mission and the existing commitments and priorities
for the use of the satellites. ComSat will participate in
the discussion of proposals involving the use of its facilities.
In view of the limited availability of the satellites, proposals should be submitted as soon as possible. We will be
pleased to meet with you at any time to clarify any questions
you may have on this matter. Proposals and inquiries should
be addressed to:
Dr. Richard B. Marsten
Director, Communications Programs
Office of Space Science & Applications
National Aeronautics and Space Admin.
Washington, D. C. 20546
Telephone No.

AC 202 962-0888

Sincerely yours,

R. B. Marston
Director, Communications Programs
Enclosures

40.

To assist those Who attended the meeting at NASA on
June 13 and others who may be interested in proposing
experiments in the use of communications satellites, we
have compiled the enclosed inventory of satellite and
ground facilities that might be made available during
1969 and 1970 for user experimentation.
In order to provide prospective user-experimenters with
the broadest range of possibilities on which to base
their plans, the inventory includes available facilities
of the Communications Satellite Corporation as well as
those of NASA. As their representative indicated at the
June 13 meeting, the ComSat Corporation has offered to
make its facilities available for user-experimenters who
wish to use them, subject to PCC approval.
It is our hope that this information will assist interested
user-experimenters to formulate specific proposals for
experimental use of available facilities, in any mix of
NASA or ComSat facilities the user considers appropriate.
NASA stands ready to discuss all proposals that are presented. ComSat will join the discussion of proposals
involving the tale of its facilities.
Several proposals have been received to date, but none has
yet been scheduled for implementation. In view of the
limited availability of the satellites, additional proposals
or further details relating to previous proposals Should be
forwarded as soon as possible. Proposals and inquiries
should be addressed to:
Dr. Richard B. Marsten
Director, Communications Programs
Office of Space Science & Applications
National Aeronautics and Space Admin.
Washington, D. C. 20546
Telephone No.

AC 202 962-0888

•

2.
Thank you for your continued interest in this program.
Sincerely yours,

R. B. Marston
Director, Communications Programs
Enclosure

ez.„„rerr

Eva,
Rob Odle (Mr. Klein's Ofc) called Friday afternoon. He would
like to know ASAP (I told him that wouldn't be before Tuesday morning)
if the Task Force Report on Space Goals presented to the President
on 1September will be made public at the same time. Mr. Odle
requested that your office find out and provide him with this info.
I told Mr. Odle I would have you call him back. Apparently,
reporters are involved, and he (Mr. Odle) needs the info so that he
can properly respond to their queries.
Carole
Rob Odle - 2760

9/2/69 - Per Kriegsman.'s instructions, advised Mr. Odle's office
that we had nothing to do with this report.

t
,

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

September 8, 1969

OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
SUBJECT:

NASA Activities Report

Attached is a report of activities and matters of
current significance to NASA. I plan to submit
such reports periodically, as requested by
Mr. Peter Flanigan of your staff.

:4)
C416
T. O. Paine
Administrator

1.

NASA Participation in the President's Space Task Group

On August 4, 1969, the Space Task Group, chaired by the Vice
President, met at NASA Headquarters. A presentation by NASA set forth
the potential for a forward-looking civilian space program in the 1970's
and 80's, including permanent space stations in Earth and lunar orbits
utilizing reusable shuttle vehicles as key elements in a low-cost space
transportation system. Science, technology, exploration and application
benefits were balanced for optimum returns. Following the NASA presentation, the Task Group reviewed the work of its Staff Directors and
furnished guidelines for the preparation of the STG draft report. The
substance of the Staff Directors' draft was approved at a September 3,
1969, Task Group Meeting on the West Coast. Following a final meeting
scheduled for September 11, the report will be ready for presentation to
the President on September 16, 1969. It is hoped that White House guidance will be available in time for NASA's 1971 budget submission to the
BOB on October 1, 1969.
2.

Budget Activities

The additional reductions in NASA's FY 70 Budget and associated
personnel ceilings are of grave long-range concern to us. In discussions
with the Bureau of the Budget, I have taken the position that NASA should
be allowed to manage its operations during FY 70 in such a way as to effect
the BOB proposed $50 million reduction of expenditures, but without further
reduction of civil service personnel. The personnel reductions originally
proposed would have required severe and unbalanced personnel cutbacks which
would have had a crippling effect on our capabilities completely unrelated
to dollar savings. Mr. Mayo has agreed that we will jointly review these
problems and that actions to further cut NASA employees need not be taken
until the President has considered the Space Task Group report.
Meanwhile, Congressional actions have included the passing of the NASA
Authorization Bill by the House in an amount of $250.9 million higher than
the President's amended budget. The Senate Committee has reported out an
Authorization Bill equal to the President's budget, but floor action is not
yet scheduled. The NASA Appropriation passed by the House was at a level
$28.5 million below the budget request. The Senate Appropriations Bill
has not yet been reported out of Committee.
3.

Program Adjustments

Following the success of Apollo 11, we took immediate measures to
reduce Apollo launch activity by cutting the work force. The launch interval has been increased from 21i-month intervals to 4-month intervals, a
schedule which affords more economical operations while more effectively

2

supporting future scientific exploration of the moon. These changes are
resulting in manpower decreases of approximately 5,000 people in our support contractors by the end of this year. At the same time we are taking
steps to increase mission flexibility and scientific return. Specifically,
(a) increased and varied lunar orbital and lunar surface scientific payloads
will be provided; (b) the lunar module propulsive capability will be improved to permit landings on the moon and areas currently inaccessible;
(c) lunar surface mobility aids will be developed to extend the exploration
and scientific value of the missions; and (d) modifications will be effected
to increase the lunar stay time up to the three days to permit more effective
observations and experimentation.
4.

Results of Apollo 11 Experiments

First results of the Apollo 11 scientific experiments reveal no evidence of life in any form in the lunar samples returned to Earth. No
hazard or possibility of contamination has been found. Wide distribution
of the samples for more detailed analyses will therefore be made to selected
scientists in this country and abroad on or about September 10, 1969.
Analysis of argon and neon gases in the samples suggest a minimum age
of about 3.1 billion years, indicating that the Sea of Tranquility was
formed early in the history of the solar system,which is generally estimated
to be about 4.5 billion years old. Some of the experimenters think that the
moon was formed at the same time as the Earth, perhaps even from the same
whirling gas cloud.
Average density of the rock samples is surprisingly high, considerably
greater than surface rocks of the Earth. The lunar material is apparently
igneous and volcanic in origin although its chemical composition is different
from volcanic material on Earth; its content of heavy elements such as iron,
titanium, etc. is higher than Earth volcanic material, and its content of
lighter elements such as sodium and aluminum is lower. A number of common
minerals have been identified, but no evidence of water has been detected.
The rocks were apparently formed under conditions in which little water or
oxygen was present. The rocks and soil are a mixture of crystalline material
and glass, generally gray in appearance with a brownish tinge and some traces
of yellow and yellowish green. Armstrong's photographs of a large crater
near the landing site suggest to geologists that the thickness of the loose
lunar surface material overlying basic bedrock is approximately 10 to 12
feet.
The passive seismometer which was emplaced by the astronauts on the
lunar surface transmitted seismic activity signals until August 28, when
it became inoperative. Some of the seismic signals have been identified
as coming from the lunar module and others were identified in the early
phases as resulting from the movement of the astronauts. The experimenters

•
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are developing criteria by which natural origin events, such as quakes,
slides, or meteoroid impacts, can be distinguished from other sources.
Propogation patterns of the long-period recorded signals show no patterns
normally observed for seismic activity on Earth. Experimenters think
this might indicate a very heterogenous structure of the moon unlike the
concentric sphere structure of the Earth.
The laser beam experiment has given the most precise measurements of
distance between the Earth and the moon ever made: measurements to an
accuracy of within 12 feet have been obtained. (The best previous measurement of Earth-moon distance was done in the Soviet Union by laser beam reflection to an accuracy of a few thousand feet.) Measurements in the future
may refine the accuracy to a few inches and permit many related experiments
of both scientific and practical significance.
To date the experiment analyses neither prove or disprove major candidate theories regarding the origin and history of the moon. It should
be noted that the Sea of Tranquility is not a typical site on the moon.
It was selected for its unusually smooth surface in the interest of safety
for the first landing. Most of the moon's surface is much more rugged and
probably older and thus more interesting from a scientific point of view.
These other sites will be included in future landings, which will deploy
more sophisticated scientific experiments, but the scientific returns from
Apollo 11 are unexpectedly rich.
5.

Results of the Mariner VI and VII Missions

Preliminary analyses of the Mariner-Mars 69 missions by most of the
principal investigators revealed a number of important new scientific
facts.
The surface of Mars has numerous craters, many from 30 to 50 miles
in diameter, some with diameters as large as 300 miles. The light and
dark areas on the Martian surface observed from the Earth as rather sharply
defined have proven to be more diffused and blotchy when observed in the
higher resolution of the close Mariner observations. The polar cap region,
which is also heavily cratered, appears to be covered by a thick layer of
frozen carbon dioxide with a small mixture of water ice. It appears that
there are certain surface modification processes on Mars which are different
from the moon. For example, the unique absence of craters in the bright
Martian "desert," Hellas, strongly implies some activity in that region
which obliterates the craters. Mars surface pressures range from about
.0035 to .0065 Earth atmospheres, which is consistent with the earlier
Mariner observations. The lower pressures indicate higher ground elevations. There seems to be considerable relief variance in surface features.
Overall, Mars apparently has a relatively moderate temperature with a
daytime range of -630F to 62°F and nighttime temperatures of -63°F to -153°F.

4

The southern polar cap is much colder based on infrared radiometer readings
which indicated temperatures of approximately -153 F to -189°F. However,
spectrometer readings indicated a polar cap temperature of -94°F. Further
investigation is underway to determine the nature of the divergence.
Spectroscopic measurements of the Martian atmosphere confirm the
presence of carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide and water vapor. There is
also tentative indication that there may be water ice, methane, and
ammonia present in the lower atmosphere. The methane and ammonia, observed only over the polar cap, are normally associated with life forms.
However, nitrogen and ozone, which are also important life-related components here on Earth, were not detected.
Further analysis is continuing and a more detailed report of results
will be presented at NASA Headquarters on October 10, 1969. The Vice
President and other interested government officials have been invited to
attend this presentation.

29 August 1969
DESCRIPTION OF SCHEDULED NASA LAUNCHES
September through November 1969
Launch
Vehicle/Site

Mission

Launch Date

1. Skynet A

24 September

Non-NASA Mission: The first of two synchronous communication satellites procured by tile DOD for the United
Kingdom to augment the U.S. Initial Defense Communication Satellite Project. Launch will be conducted by NASA.

Delta/ETR

2. ESRO 1 B

1-2 October

Non-NASA Mission: The European Space Research Organization built this satellite designed to study the ionosphere.
Launch will be conducted by NASA.

Scout/WTR

3. TIROS M

15 October

This 670 pound NASA satellite is the prototype for future
operational ESSA weather satellites. It will perform both
day and night weather coverage from space.

De I ta/WTR

4. Intelsat III F

17 October

Non-NASA Mission: This satellite will be the 11th satellite
launched by NASA for CornSat to provide a global commercial
communications satellite system. The satellite will have 1200
2-way circuits.

De I ta/WTR

5. SERI II-A

25-28 October

6. Apollo 12

14 November

7. AZUR-1
(German Research
Satellite)

November

This 1000 pound Space Electric Rocket Test (SERI) satellite
Thor-Agena/WTR
will demonstrate flight performance of an ion thruster in space.
This seventh launch of the Saturn V will carry Astronauts Conrad, Saturn V/ETR
Bean and Gordon on the second Lunar Landing Mission. Astronauts
Conrad and Bean are scheduled to land close to the Surveyor III
spacecraft in the Ocean of Storms.. The astronauts will perform
6 to 7 hours of EVA and deploy five experiments in addition to
taking stereo photographs and returning TV data.
Non-NASA Mission: This cooperative West German Satellite
Scout/WTR
project will investigate the earth's radiation belts. Spacecraft
and experiments are funded by Germany. Launch will be conducted by NASA.

Description

NOTE: ETR - Eastern Test Range, Cape Kennedy, Florida
WTR - Western Test Range, Vandenberg Air Force Base, Lompoc,
California

UNITED STATES INFORMATION AGENCY
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

9/11
Mr. Thomas Whitehead
The White House

Dr. Lyons said you were interested
in seeing attached analysis.

Dolores S. Benson
Secretary to
Henry Loomis

UNITED :.:1;A:ES INFORMATION AGENCY
orric.L. Or 'flit: DIPLCTOR
WASHINGTON

August 21.[1969

MEMORANDUM FOR.:

Mr. James Keogh
The White House

I thought you might be interested in th.q enclosed
analysis which we have done of the impact of the U.S.
space program on domestic and foreign opinion.

Henry Loois
Acting Difector
Enclosure
":

Copies to:
The Vice President
Mr. Elliot Richardson, State
Mr. Thomas Paine, NASA
Mr. Albert Toner, White House
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In the electric excitement of •the unaralieled success of :..7:0110
7eo..7le of deeD satisfaction, of
the American .
is a feelin:
the
exhilaration. This craorL:_n-2y feat occu.:,- i
of :4_-:•
_er..,cans
7
for days, and .7:1.11 no clobt se the ccnter of
c•-J,:en-.;ion for sol:e ti7:e to c= as the three astonauts travel thou c;:t
country
throuahout the wol.id. Unc.uestion:,-sly the fact that
el,: the :_sn actually
:co::..•:_ned
noo_-_, and the thole
moen;JiiC a third ast-zonaut or's1L c1
-Jorld from be-iinn-!na
er.,rise was televised to a
f-,,self a marvel -- Gave a dimension to this E;uccess %hich
however well done, tne U.S. has heretofore
'

7Tet
- _

• •

:.:rsol.ls who have unstinted -oraise for the success cf
the e..- .:enditure of money in this way 1a..7.•ent
oea failuL.e to devote just as much eneray,
to

Jos o,.31,L.a1‘,1e3, jos v.,:a.1-1.a;;„
the like.

.1••••••••••

,2inion in the United ;.- .tL,.tes has consistently shared with
cisc -e ene.nthusiasf.-., for s-....,ace :,:esearch, r:,nd a
:tendin: human
with slgacc ex-)loration as an instr=lent for c'.,
and. -c)otentiaI. r2he aeneralLy high level of .i)oyiular.U.S.
int.:Jest in :;cience and technoloy„ es-oecially conz the younrr and the
:served t6,heiahten and sustain this interest. In
▪ has.
the Thitia.days of the U.S. sace proaram, however, -;ublic attitudes
,ece .,„er,-; to a considerable ds,-..ree colored and stimulated by
C'f 1%;";.„
,
v
I11,)t
:f.H6
,
secn as siLL...c:dy chullunaed
L,....rshadoi.Ted in the eycs of nany foreizners.- ev that the U.S. he recicLnei a lead :n
the convietioa
c.za as the &snaer of a Covic,t nflitary chc.ilenae a.r;nec.reato
less concon,:c1
1:oDular attitudes toward space activities
need
as)ects
with
to
recolnetitive
)
and
)air
damc,ae to U.S.
%.-.7 h directly
leadershi-) in science and technoloay. The focus appeared to

shift: ponular interest in space reflected a more sophisticated concern
with its direct results and benefits, and discussion of space progral; .
increasingly reflected the context of domestic concerns, and the broad
U.S. debate over national goals, priorities, and problems.
,:•:--44,"e- •

lirs.'617the!=e'ezelrfrati-et-to-th-C1.-- preTsent, there is a clear thread of
concern about, and a questioning of, such vast outlays of money for space
programs when urgent and growing problems of the country remain unsolved.
Those who have opposed spending "so much" money for the space program •have
maintained that the money would be more productively spent in the solution
of domestic problem. (Sone under-developed countries have exprescedi a
similar point of view; they are persuaded that the U.S. cOuld more fruitfully and advantageously give the money to them for development.)
For example, very shortly after the Apollo XI success, a Gallup Poll
release of August 6, l9S9 revealed that the public generally was lukewarm
to the idea of setting aside money to achj.eve a nanned landing on the
planet Mars. The core of the public opposition to setting aside money
for this purpose was rooted in the belief that money earmarked for a Mars
landing would be better spent on domestic problems. Negroes opposed the
Mars landing by a ratio of three to one. The 53% who opposed the idea
consisted largely of older and less well-educated persons; the 39% who
favored the idea consisted in good part of younger and better-educated
persons.
The Gallup Poll of August 6 does not of course represent the irrevocable decision of the American people. It is, however, illustrative
of the latest in a long series of similar polls on the space program.
o matter how much variation there may be in the degree of public sue;-Dort
and enthusiasm for a space program, and there has been a considerable
fluctuation over the years, sone trends are constant: younger people,
and-those better-educated people 'send to support the program; older
persons, and those less well-educated people tend to be lukewarm about
it; minorities, lately, nore frequently express opposition; there is a
clear and articulate expression of concern about the priority of earth.
bound, national problems.
0e,her segments of popular" Opinion hold that we need to keep ahead
of the Russians, scientifically, technologically, and militarily; it is
fitting for the leading nation of the world to accept the challenge of
s.pace; the space program corresponds to the innate curiosity of man; we
have come so far, we cannot suddenly stop and draw back; if we are to
.::),intain our leadership in the world, we must embrace the opportunit
space presents.
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Me :coact of aputn7.7..
U.S. snace effoxts be:s.;a4 unaer the heavy shadow of a startlir.Cc ict
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increaoed avarsness of, and concern with, the
coots ia energy and resources devoted to space programs,
and rising world as yell as doInestic debate over the
values involved) with have-aot nations eopecially underscor:Ing a demand for a reallocation of such resources.
-

3. A. steeper rise in general public preoccupation with
science and technology, and a rise in levels o2 sophistication about these matters.

4. In both developed ana underdeveloped countrips a
. rise in interest in-both U.S. science and scientific
education.

5. Increased calls for international cooperation in
space and perhaps in other large concerns, both to reduee
coots, to blunt the danLers of eont:_nuing rivaaeries, anLi
permit maxinum participation by other nations.
o. An increased sense that the U.S. and the USSR are
"super-Y)owers," enjoying a difference in manitude of
capability that is a difference in I7ind. Thu
';etween the super-powers and all other nations see-1s
emp:Iasized by the magnitude of the Apollo XI achieverent, and there is visible in coLvaeut from Europe
especially a note of regret at the technolo3ical gaD
that could readily be tinged with resenti:.mt. Oa tile
other hand, coyalent on occasion attributed Europe's
exclusion from a role in space ventures and what they
aenoted to thc division amon„; the nations of Europe;
:llovemants toward European cool?eration nay find the
aLvmsphore increasingly receptive. A heightened sense
of the Ereat ana unicue power of the super-powers 1.1ay
intensify ioublic opiuioa pressures upon them to act in
VAat other nations see az the ggneral intere; expects,.
tions are likely to be increasingly demandin„

7. The general 'eelief that neither The U.S. nor the USSR
is likely to seek its ends by the use of force against
the other.

8. There is every expectation tbat the U.O. will go on
to greater things in stace.
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Americans Still Question Spate
By Louis Harris
Although a majority (53
per cent) of Americans now
feel it was worth the cost
to land a man on the moon,
a narrow plurality of the
public is 'opposed (47 to 44
per cent) to the Unite d
States' spending "four billion dollars a year for the
next ten years to explore
the moon an'd other planets
In outer space."
Thus, the net .impact on
public opinion in this country of the success of the
Apollo 11 astronauts was to
increase support for the
space program by 7 percentage points, although failing
to convince a majority that
heavy expenditures for future missions into space are
justified. Black citizens, concerned with progress on the
domestic front, are opposed
by an overwhelming 63 per
cent to 19 per cent.
A cross section of 1,577
households was surveyed
across the country between
July 30th and August 4th,
and was asked as it had been
before the Apollo 11 mission:
"It could cost the United
States four billion dollars a
year for the next ten years
to explore the moon and other planets in outer space. All
in all, do you feel the space
program is worth spending

that amount of money on, or
do you,feel it isn't worth it?"
August
Juiy
February

Worth
It
.44%
37
34

Not Worth
It
47%
56
55

Not
Sure
9%
.7
11

The divisions in the country still are sharply polarized over the space program,
even after the successful
moon landing. Majorities on
both the East and West
coasts favor continuing the
program all-out. But majori-

ties in the South and in the
Middle West don't feel it Is
worth the money. Men support the program 52 to 42
per cent, but women oppose
it 52 to 37 per cent.
Differences are most apparent by age and education. Young people under 30
favor extension of the space
program by 60 to 34 per
cent, but people over 50 oppose it by 59 to 30 per cent.

Those whose education did
not go beyond the eighth
grade oppose spending more
money on space by 68 to 22
per cent, but the collegeeducated support the program by 60 to 33 per cent.
White people are for it by a
narrow 47 to 45 per cent, as
against large opposition
among racial minorities.
0 1969,.Chicago Tribune-New York
News Syndicates, Inc.
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August 21, 1969

"1011ANDLIM FO3 DR. PArT3
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Than% you for the excellent report on the
VASA-Contractor Coot Reduction Prooram for the six months
endins. Lecember 31, 1963. 1 understand from th Duxeau
of the Budget that both the conty:actor and internal cost
reduction proj.xams of Ma are alion3 the best in Government and have continually achieved impressive results.
As you indicated in your m=lorandum of July 23, 1969,
the Durc:au of the Budset is nw morkins on strengthenin.„;
and broadcninz the present cost reduction pro[;ram to include
all aspocto of mancnt tm7rovement, of 'which cost reduction
mill rin a sinificant elcramt, I can assure you thAt
the President iatenda to continue to emphaL;!ae the necessity
for efficiency and econe:v in Govemlent operations and in
coucc:rm.,' that are doirv; business with the Govrament.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
BUREAU OF THE BUDGET
WASHINGTON 25, D.C.

AUG 1 8 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR
SUBJECT:

R. TOM WHITEHEAD

Cost reduction

This is in reply to your memorandum of August 1, 1969, requesting comments about NASA's proposal to send a letter from the
President to NASA on their contractor cost reduction program.
NASA's efforts have produced significant results and it is one
of the better programs in operation. however, if a letter is
sent to NASA, then certainly letters also should be sent to
other agencies that have as good if not better programs.
The Government-wide cost reduction program now in effect is
being revised and broadened to include all elements of management improvement. 1.tplan to send to the President in September
a memorandum summarizing the new program, a proposed Executive
order establishing a President's Advisory Council on Nanagement
Improvement, and a proposed press release announcing the Council
and the new Management Improvement Program. The President can
express his overall support and interest in the cost reduction
effort either through the press release or a Presidential
memorandum to agency and department heads. In the meantime,
we would suggest a memorandum from Mr. Flanigan to Dr. Paine
along the lines of the attached draft.

(Signed) Sam HugheP
Phillip S. Hughes
Acting Director

Attaelments

Ale0/7\
\,
f

to0003T MEMORNUM FOR DR. PAINE

Thank you for the excellent report on the NASA-Contractor
Cost Reduction Program for the six months ending December 31,
1968.

I understand from the Bureau of the Budget that both

the contractor and internal cost reduction programs of NASA
are among the best in Government and have continually achieved
impressive results.
As you indicated in your memorandum'of July 28, 1969, the
Bureau of the Budget is now working on strengthening and
broadening the present cost reduction program to include all
aspects of management improvement, of which cost reduction will
remain a significant element.

I can assure you that the Presi-

dent intends to continue to emphasize the necessity for
efficiency and economy in Government operations and in concerns
that are doing business with the Government.AVID--ere—planr-ing11-resixlentaraltrn—E71 'ssing hi
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August 1, 1969

To:

Robert Mayo

From:

Torn Whitehead

May we have your comments on the
attached?

Attachment

cc: Mr. Whitehead

CTWhigehead:ed
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546
U.S.A
OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

JUL 2 8 1969

MEMORANDUM TO:

Mr. Peter Flanigan
The White House

Subject:

Cost Reduction

-Contractor Cost Reduction
There is attached our report on the NASA
er 31, 19a,. Under standing
Program for the six months ending Decemb
reports semiannually; they
procedures, we have been submitting these
reports we submit on the NASA
are separate and in addition to the
Internal Cost Reduction Program.
ion Program is dependent upon
The value of the Contractor Cost Reduct
management in the companies;
the degree of backing it gets from top
support they believe the prothis, in turn, depends on the degree of
reason, it would be helpful to
gram has in the Government. For this
st from the President if, as
us to have a direct expression of intere
push this effort. The enclosed
we assume, he desires us to continue to
that would be helpful.
draft indicates the type of statement
ch to cost reduction
understand that the Administration's approa
the Bureau of the Budget. We
programs is currently being reviewed by
ms and reporting on the previwill continue our cost reduction progra
otherwise.
ously established basis until instructed
Original signed
T.O. Paine
T. 0. Paine
Administrator
Enclosures

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

JUL. 6 1969

The President
The White House
Deer Mr. President:
In accordance with standing procedures, I am submitting this semiannual
report on the NASA-Contractor Cost Reduction Program.
I am pleased to report that Space Program contractors are continuing to
apply ingenuity, resourcefulness and cost awareness in carrying out their
assigned NASA missions. The 33 companies who are participating in the
formal NASA-Contractor Cost Reduction Program have realized cost reduction
savings on their NASA contracts of $112.7 million during the first six
months of Fiscal Year 1969. The enclosed report contains a representative
sample of the wide variety of cost reduction actions which took place during
this period and a list of the contractors participating in the program.
NASA and industry began a joint effort to reduce the costs of the Space Program in 1964. Thirty-nine of NASA's principal contractors, responsible for
approximately 85 percent of NASA's procurement dollars, agreed to participate
In a formal Cost Reduction program. The results have been gratifying. In
the last five years the actively participating companies, now reduced to 33
because of changing workloads, have reported savings totalling 411.3 billion.
Of this amount, $1 billion has been accepted as meeting the NASA criteria for
valid savings.
We in NASA and our contractors agree that this cost reduction program is making
a direct and valuable contribution to our goal of achieving maximum economy
In the conduct of the Space Program.
Respectfully. yours,
Original signed ,
T.O. Paine
T. O. Paine
Administrator
Enclosure

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
NASA -CONTRACTOR COST REDUCTION PROGRAM REPORT
to the
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
(July 1, 1968 - December 31, 1968)

Thirty-three contractors vho have a significant amount of cost reimbursement business with NASA have reported their cost reduction accomplishments for the First Half of Fiscal Year 1959 to RASA. In total,
these companies report that they have saved $140,242,400 on the cost of
NASA contracts during this period. Cost reduction specialists at NASA
Field Centers and at NASA Headquarters have carefully screened all of
the hundreds of examples of cost reduction actions reported by the companies, and have found that $112,749,200 meet the NASA criteria for
valid and reasonable cost reductions.
Following are 21 examples which have been selected as representative of
the many cost reduction actions reported to NASA by the contractors:
1. MST COAST SUPPLIER SHI.IT.F.',NTS
.•-•-•••••••••. COITSDLIDATED
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation has established
overhead savings by requiring its many suppliers in the
Los Angcle3 area to consolidate their shipments to the
Grunnan plan'L; on Long Island, N. Y. into a si)!Ele daily
shipment. In a recent one-week priod, 196 separate
shipments were consolidated into 7 daily shipients. The
NASA share of the annual savings is $23,800.
2. .R..117ILLCED TESTING OF EIMIUS SPAUCROT
The Space Systems Departlftent of the General Electric
Coiapany studied test requirents for the Nimbus B
spacecraft to deterninc whether any reduction in testing costs could be achinvccl without inpairment of
reliability. Results 'were that out of 27 progra=ed
tests, 7 tests could he either eliminateclor combined
with other tests. This action saved 4.8 weeks of
cchedulcd testiug tilde at a cost of tAcvoo per week,
or a total saving of *383,000.

2

3.

REDESIGN OF ASTRONAUT CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL UNIT
The Garrett Corporation has designed a replaceable throw-away unit
for use by astronauts as their carbon dioxide removal system. The
hermetically-sealed unit, which includes a cannister and a lithium
hydroxide cartridge, is discarded in space after it has been saturated with the carbon dioxide expired by the astronaut. The perunit cost is $12,650 less than the cost of the old unit, which consisted of a permanent cannister, a throw-away cartridge, and costly
leak-proof doors end seals which had to be used to permit exchange
of cartridges.

4.

VEPROCUMZMNT
SOLE SOURCE TO MTETTTI
•e of TechThe Jet Propulsion Laboratory of the California Institut
by
Program
Mars
Mariner
'Ti
nology has saved $143,100 for NASA's
purent
for
procurem
going from a single source to a competitive
and
chase of high-reliability circular connectors. An aggressive
n
quotatio
price
olertnegotiateo at JPL determined that the initial
source
the
been
from the only quFai:iled contractor, who had also
ors
for previous buys of this item, was unduly high. Other contract
s
two
companie
to
were solicited and qualified, and contracts were let
to provide the connectors at substantial savings to'NASA.

5.

NEW CUIC`TALIIIArir.fOIT TEST FOR MATERIALS
e,
Ball Brothers Research Corporation has devised a new techniqu
various
testing
for
(VEN),
meter
called Vacuum Exposure/Nephelo
Inaterials to deteI,line whether they will contaminate optics while
a spacecraft is in flight. The VEN technique uses light scatter
to measure the amount of contaminant deposited on optics in a vacuum
by the material being tested. Previously, all contamination threats
were estinated using vacuum weight.loss and mass spectrometer data.
This was a very time-consuming and costly process, which greatly
limited the queAtity and variety of materials that could be subjected
to the test. Now, all contamination throats are subjected first to
the VhN screening, while the vacuum ?eight/mass spectrometer testing
is applied only to those materials which pass the VEN screening.
Annual savings to NASA are $301,000.

SALVAE OF CAST PAIITS
The Rocketayne Division of North American Rockwell Corporation had
previously been scrapping Saturn engine parts where porosity pits
could not be eliminted by machining. A new method has now been
fillinG and cadmiu11 capping of pit3,
.
adopted 'which e-.7c:;.ve;.copper
the parts at cm annual saving of 89,500.
of
ion
thus permitting reclamat

7. IMPROVED FILTERING SYSTEM
ended certain filterGrumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation recomm
at Kennedy Space
system
ing improvements in the propellant servicing
requirement
iness
Center. This brought propellants up to the cleanl
the need
ated
elimin
specified for the Apollo/Lunar nodule Program and
to standKSC
nel at
for several thousands of NASA and contractor person
required
time
ngs. The
by during launches for frequent propellant sampli
total
a
reduced from
for propellant checks during Apollo launches was
s to the KSC and supsaving
annual
in
ing
of 34 hours to 4 hours, result
$1,050,000.
port contractor workforce of

8. ENGINE ANALYSIS BY X-RAY ARD PHOTOGRAPHY
has developed a proMcDonnell Douglas Corporation, Western Division,
s through use
cedure for analyzing Saturn auxiliary propulsion engine
breaking down
for
need
of X-rays and photographs. This eliminates the
The annual
is.
the engines into their individual sections for analys
. savings to VASA: $34,700

9. 1AITAGTZ2NT CONTROL SYSTEMS CONSOLIDATED
combined four previouslyThe Boeing Company, Launch Systems Branch, has
s into a single
separate Saturn internal management and control system
engineering orders,
system. The new system consolidates work scheduling,
and is saving 3l3,800
manpower tracking, and change order accounting,
annually in labor and computer costs.

10.

EXPANDED

mu. 1017A

SPECIFICATIONS

ed index of all materials and
TRW Systems Group has developed an expand
type, grade, class, drawing
t pecifications which includes usage,
process s
The former index listed
requirements, etc., for each specification.
it vas frequently necessary
specifictions only by name and number, and
of specifications to deterfor engineers to ol..der and research a number
requirment. Use of the commine which applied to a specific design
savings company-wide, of
prehensive index has resulted in significant
which $17,200 are allocable to NASA work.

11. LAMP LIVE E=NDERS
y reduced the frequency and
Trans World Airlines, Inc., has substantiall
Kennedy Space Center by
the
at
ement
cost of incandescent lamp replac
rs in the lamp sockets.
adapte
c
installation of silicon diode. plasti
incandescent laic.ps and
of
Use of the adapters prolongs the rated life
Inkes.pssible an annual saving of *12,500.
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12.

AADLLO SPACECRAFT MANUFACTURING CYCLE
The Space Division of North American Rockwell Corporation has stretched
out the normal schedule time allotment for manufacturing of Apollo
spacecraft without impairing the overall spacecraft delivery schedule
.to VASA. The gain in manufacturing time -- previously six weeks, but
now two months per spacecraft -- was accomplished by reducing by an
equivalent period the schedule time allotted for storage of the completed spacecraft. The additional manufacturing time has permitted
reductions in costly extra-shift skilled manpower and in overtime,
reducing Apollo Program costs by $1,470,100 per year.

13.

LESS PAPZRWORK
The Boeing Company, Launch Systems Branch, has adopted the practice of
issuing firm revisions to test and checkout procedures, with procedure
change requests attached. This practice streamlines the paperwork by
eliminating the preliminary review, processing, and coordination which
had been carried out prior to final issuance. It also provides the
means for establishing changes for future revisions of the test and
checkout procedures. Annual savings to PASA are $373,500.

14.

CLEAN ROOM OPBRATTONS
•••••

.•••••••

At the Space Division of North American Rockwell Corporation, it had
periodically been necessary to stop production operations due to high
dust count contamination in the Apollo Cosfsend Module Assembly clean
room. A special self-leveling sealant, poured above the ceiling over
the clean room area, flowed into unnoticed crocks and small openings.
The dust count was restored to acceptable levels and. the downtime
cost for non-productive labor was eliminated, savings 02,700.

15.

LOG-.RM COflPUTIM LEASYNG
The Nastern Division of McDonnell Douglas Corporation has effected sabstantial. savings in overhead costs by negotiating long-term computer
leases with local computer leasing companies in lieu of month-to-iconth
rentals froya the computer manufacturer. The NASA share of the annual
savings is $14,700.

16.

BSTTflR DTSTKBUTICA SYST2,!, FOR TECMIICAL DOCUMITS
The Space Division of North American Rockwell Corporation reports that
annual'savings of ::',281,100 have accrued from a new request•and-c1irii.
system for nicro:TA:isi copies of blueprints, specifications, and erT,ineeri.se
orders. The new system utilises electronic transpission to replace trav-;
back snd forth te centrel p.1rt s'sations and ;salting tiun at the :;tatirf:,_7
by cT-,aoycx.
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17.. KITS REDUCE COST OF SPARES
has reduced Saturn Program
. Federal Systems Division of IDM Corporation
all of the replaceable
contain
which
costs by furnishing crera part kits
ly, a set of comPrevious
tors.
parts in the electronic impulse distribu
provided as
was
parts,
able
plete distributors, including non-replace
$129,600.
are
savings
Annual
zpares for each Saturn launch vehicle.
18. LEASE COSTS FOR OFFICE COPIERS
e. a usage monitoring system for office
TRW Systems Group har.
users to take advantage of the most
tellies
—.
vhicii
copying machines
economical leasing plan for their respective machines. Lease costs
includes
can be based either on a flat rate per machine per month, which
monithe
Under
copy.
per
charge
a
on
or
copies,
a specific number of
end
month,
each
tor
coordina
d
a
by
toring system, volume is evaluate
machines are placedureaer the met economical leasing plans. PASA's
share of the savings is $12,800 per year.

19. REMATING PROC29S FOR COPPER C01ITACTS
•

nt, has
The General Electric Company, Mississippi Test Support Departme
than
rather
n
developed an electrolytic process which permits retentio
have
become
scrapping of printed circui4. boards on *which copper contacts
,
abrasive
fine
worn. The copper contacts %r eleened, smoothed with a
minutes
ten
and replated through an electro-plating process. It requires
average
to recondition C single printed circuit board, compared to an
replacement cost of $150 per board. Net savings to NASA are 044,100
.per year.

20.

REVISION OF INSPECTION TOLERANCE
a rigorous
Federal Systems Division of im Corporation has reviewed
Meacering
Saturn
27
of
n
inspection tolerance which had caused rejectio
e vas
toleranc
rigid
the
Rack Housing Asscublies. It was found that
had
but
es,
asse,abli
the
not specificed in documents ol drawings for
personon
inspecti
by
ent
- eance requircu
been adopted as an assumed..:(f
it was determined that a less
vei
nel. After VeD:.'cre.:;.lin
rigorous tolerance coula oe adopted which would not impair required
perfor,o.ance, and which would pernit use of the 27 previously-rejected
assemblies at a saving of $9,700.

21.

SALVAG73 OF APOLLO CO:.:PUIpIR M0DULD.3
a new
AC Electronics Division of General Yotors Corporation deve3oped
acontamin
metallic
on
imge
30-power
a
X-ray/TV system which obtaine
neu.ory
Conputer
Apollo
for
tion vhich wao found in the pottin,.; v.ateriel
Viodules. The system der:onstrated the:6 the contamination could no ceuse
$171,C
failwe, and the previously-rejected riodules were salvaged, saving

LISTING OF COMPANIES PARTICIPATING IN
THE NASA-CONTRACTOR COST REDUCTION PROGRAM

1. AC Electronics Division, General Motors Corporation
2. Aerojet-General Corporation
3. Ball Brothers Research Corporation
It. Bellcomm, Inc.
5. The Bendix Corporation
6. The Boeing Company
7. California Institute of Technology, Jot Propulsion Laboratory
8. Chrysler Corporation
9. Collins Radio Company
10. Fairchild Hiller Corporation
11. Federal Electric Corporation
12. The Garrett Corporation
13. General Dynamics Corporation
14. General Electric Company
15. Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation
16. Honeywell, Inc.
17. International Business Yachines Corporation
18. Kollsman Instrument Corporation
19. Ling-Tamco-Vought, Inc.
20. Lockheed Aircraft Corporation
21. Martin-Marietta Corporation
22. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Instrumentation LRboratory
23. McDonnell Douglas Corporation
24. North American Rockwell Corporation
25. Northrop Corporation
26. Philco-Ford Corporation
21. Radio Corporation of America
28. Raytheon Company
29. Sperry Rand Corporation
30. Trans World Airlines, Inc.
31. TRW Systems Group, TRW, Inc.
32. United Aircraft Corporatfon
33. Vitro Corporation of America

July
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DRAFT OF SUGGESTED MEMORANDUM FROM THE PRESIDENT TO TaE ADMINISTRATOR,
NATIona AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

I am most encouraged by the cost reduction performance of the 33
Space Program contractors who formally participate in your NASAContractor Cost Reduction Program. The savings actions taken by
these companies and reported to me in your letter of July 28,1969
are a most effective demonstration of the capability of American
industry to develop and apply new ideas, reduce waste, and eliminate inefficiency.
I regard the success of this cost reduction program as evidence
that the managers, engineers, and production personnel in industry
are continually seeking ways to conserve resources in the Government
side of their operations--as they have traditionally done on the
commercial si3e. I sincerely appreciate end encourage this effort.

In these times and in the years ahead, the Government must provide
resources for a wide range of programs which represent valid needs
of the people of this country. The Government also has to take the
lead in containinL; the factors which contribute to inflation. A
successful program by contractors to accomplish their Government
missions in a less costly manner makes a most valuable contribution
to both of these major objectives.
I am sure that NASA and the Space Program contractors will continue
to carry on successful cost reduction programs by seeking out and
acting upon their opportunities to make savings. These savings will
help greatly to accomplish our objective of providing more space
flight per dollar.

Richard Nixon

7
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August 19, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

I concur in Dr. Paine's recommendation that the
Administration concentrate its support of bills
recognizing accomplishments in space to two of the
proposals. Both the astronauts medal and the Commission
to erect an astronaut memorial at Kennedy Space Center
are appropriate at this time. Other proposals are
Inappropriate or would be better enacted at a later time.

Peter Flanigan
Assistant to the President

cc: Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Whitehead ,/
Central Files
Mr. Kriegsman
CTWhiteheacl:ed
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Time:

qgust 15, 1969

12:30 P.M.

cc (for information):
Bureau of the Budget

FOR ACTION; i. DuB ridge
"1?. Flanigan
B. Harlow
FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY
DUE: Date:

Time:

Thursday, August 21, 1969

2:00 P.M.

SUBJECT:
Dr. Paine's memorandum regarding Administration support for
.the variety of bills submitted to Congress to recognize accomplishments
in space.

ACTION REQUESTED:
For Necessary Action
Prepare Agenda and Briei
For Your Comments

.- •

For Your Rocorarnendations
Draft Reply
---- Draft Remarks

REMARKS:
Please review the attached and submit your recommendations
by return memorandum.

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED.
If you have czny questions or if you anticipate a
delay in submitting file requirc:d material, please
ielophone the Staff Secretary immediately.

R. COLE, JR.
For the President

'

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20546

OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

The President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

AUG 1 1 1969

20500

Dear Mr. President:

\A

A variety of bills to recognize accomplishments in space
have been submitted to this Congress; Attachment A lists
them by title and sponsor. Generally, they fall into
these categories: (1) astronaut medals, (2) the erection
of memorials, monuments or other structures recognizing
the lunar landing effort, (3) the establishment of a
Commission to study the matter, (4) the designation of
a holiday or a week commemorating the moon landing, and
(5) expressions of gratitude to those involved in the
space effort.
I recommend that the Administration withhold its support
from most of the proposals and concentrate on two of
them, i.e.:
(1) H.J. Res. 775 introduced by Congressman Teague
which would authorize the President to award a medal of
appropriate design to any astronaut who, in the performance
of his duties shall have distinguished himself by exceptional
meritorious efforts and contributions to the welfare of the
nation and mankind; such medals could be issued posthumously
and retroactively. Pursuant to Bureau of the Budget advice
that the resolution is in accord with the program of the
President, NASA has reported favorably on H.J. Res. 775 to
the House Committee on Science and Astronautics. (See
Attachment B.)
(2) Identical resolutions (e.g., H.J. Res. 835 and
H.J. Res. 836), .co-sponsored by Congressman Frey, and all
members of the Senate Committee on Aeronautical and Space

Sciences and over 80 other Members, would authorize
the President to appoint a five -man commission to erect
and maintain a memorial on property donated by the
United States at the Kennedy Space Center; the memorial
would be built and maintained with funds obtained by
donations and admission fees; the use of appropriated
funds for those purposes would not be authorized. NASA
has prepared a report to the Committee on House Administration in which it indicates that it has no objection
to enactment of the resolution; that report is awaiting
clearance by the Bureau of the Budget. (See Attachment
C.)
In recommending that the Executive Branch restrict its
support to the two proposals mentioned above, we have
considered many factors, the most important of which are
these:
A joint meeting of the Congress to honor the Apollo
11 astronauts during the second week of September
is tentatively planned. That date will undoubtedly
be climactic so far as Congressional expression
regarding Apollo XI is concerned. Some members of
Congress wish to secure action on a Congressional
proposal before the August 13 adjournment -- or on
or before the day of the joint meeting.
Authorit exists for the award of other medals.
là SA,
or examp e, can awars me als or xceptlonal
Service, Exceptional Bravery, Exceptional Scientific
Achievement, Outstanding Leadership and Distinguished
Service. The latter is considered its highest award
and may be given to any person in the Federal service
who, by distinguished service, ability, or courage,
has personally made a contribution representing
substantial progress to aeronautical or space exploration in the interests of the United States. The
contribution must be so extraordinary that other forms
of recognition by NASA would be inadequate. The
President may award the Medal of Freedom "...to any
person who has made an especially meritorious
contribution to (1) the security or national interest
of the United States, or (2) world peace, or
(3) cultural or other significant public or private
endeavors." and the National Medal of Science "to
individuals who, in his judgment, are deserving of
special recognition by reason of their outstanding
contributions to knowledge in the physical, biological,
mathematical, or engineering sciences."

3
Award of the Congressional Medal of Honor has been
considered inappropriate because the language of the
Medal of Honor laws does not readily lend itself to
recognition of space achievement. The medals
traditionally have been used to recognize conspicuous
gallantry and intrepidity in combat at the risk of
life •above and beyond the call of duty. While special
Acts of Congress have set a precedent for the bestowal
of the Congressional Medal of Honor for peacetime
achievements (e.g. Charles Lindberg), many feel that
such precedents should not be applied to recognize
persons engaged in a continuing program of peaceful
space exploration.
Limiting awards to astronauts has been considered
appropriate. Questions have arisen as to whether
persons in the civilian or military arms of government,
in industry, or in universities or foundations, who are
not astronauts, should be eligible for special awards
or recognition. In general, the tendency has been to
limit proposals to astronauts, apparently because they
and their work are definably unique. Many others have
contributed heavily to the program; however, other
awards appear to cover the contributions of non astronauts. (Incidentally, we now think of astronauts
as pioneers, but as more and more people travel in
space the term may become obsolete; we may have to
find a new word for the space pioneer.)
Eligibility for posthumous awards is a factor.
Seven astronauts have been killed in the line of duty:
three in the Apollo 204 accident on January 27, 1967,
in which Colonel Virgil I. Grissom, Lieutenant Colonel
Edward H. White II, and Lieutenant Commander Roger B.
Chaffee died in a spacecraft fire on the launch pad.
Most of the deceased had never flown in spacecraft
and presumably would not be eligible for awards based
on space travel. Chaffee, who died with Grissom and
White, had not flown.
Proposals to erect facilities or memorials involve
somewhat different considerations than those for the
award of medals. For example: A group of citizens in
the Cape Kennedy area, supported by Florida Senators
Holland and Gurney, have asked for permission - and
a lease or easement of land - to build a "Chapel of
the Astronauts", presumably non-denominational in
character, near the visitor's center at the Kennedy

4
Space Center through a public subscription drive.
The matter is being discussed and studied for its
legal and related aspects at this time. Any
decision on the provision of facilities may affect
this proposal. For example, if a "Commission" type
bill is enacted, plans for the chapel would
probably be considered by the Commission. Other
relevant considerations would include the role
of the projected Aerospace Museum in Washington
and a legislatively proposed second such museum
on the West Coast, as well as the million visitors
a year to the Kennedy Center.
The "Dodd" bill (S.J. Res. 140) has passed the Senate
and is pending in the House. It provides for the
striking of gold medals and their award to each
astronaut (including posthumous awards) who has
flown in outer space. Duplicate bronze medals would
be struck and sold, presumably at a premium, by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
It raises some questions, e.g.: each astronaut
who has flown in space, regardless of whether his
contribution was routine or outstanding, would
receive a medal but Chaffee, for example, could
not. Additionally, for consideration is whether
proliferation of duplicate medals to the public
would detract from the value and dignity of the
medals awarded.
Respectfully,

T. 0. Paine
Administrator

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

AUG 1 1 1969
The President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

20500

Dear Mr. President:
A variety of bills to recognize accomplishments in space
have been submitted to this Congress; Attachment A lists
them by title and sponsor. Generally, they fall into
these categories: (1) astronaut medals, (2) the erection
of memorials, monuments or other structures recognizing
the lunar landing effort, (3) the establishment of a
Commission to study the matter, (4) the designation of
a holiday or a week commemorating the moon landing, and
(5) expressions of gratitude to those involved in the
space effort.
I recommend that the Administration withhold its support
from most of the proposals and concentrate on two of
them, i.e.:
(1) H.J. Res. 775 introduced by Congressman Teague
which would authorize the President to award a medal of
appropriate design to any astronaut who, in the performance
of his duties shall have distinguished himself by exceptional
meritorious efforts and contributions to the welfare of the
nation and mankind, such medals could be issued posthumously
and retroactively. Pursuant to Bureau of the Budget advice
that the resolution is in accord with the program of the
President, NASA has reported favorably on H.J. Res. 775 to
the House Committee on Science and Astronautics. (See
Attachment B.)
(2) Identical resolutions (e.g., H.J. Res. 835 and
H.J. Res. 836), co-sponsored by Congressman Frey, and all
members of the Senate Committee on Aeronautical and Space

Award of the Congressional Modal of Honor has been
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Medal of Honor laws does not readily lend itself to
recognition of space achievement. The medals
traditionally have been used to recognize conspicuous
gallantry and intrepidity in combat at the risk of
life above and beyond the call of duty. While special
Acts of Congress have set a precedent for the bestowal
of the Congressional Medal of Honor for peacetime
achievements (e.g. Charles Lindberg), many feel that
such precedents should not be applied to recognize
persons engaged in a continuing program of peaceful
space exploration.
Limitink, awards to astronauts has been considered
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Sciences and over 80 other Members, would authorize
the President to appoint a five-man commission to erect
and maintain a memorial on property donated by the
United States at the Kennedy Space Center; the memorial
would be built and maintained with funds obtained by
donations and admission fees; the use of appropriated
funds for those purposes would not be authorized. NASA
has prepared a report to the Committee on house Administration in which it indicates that it has no objection
to enactment of the resolution; that report is awaiting
clearance by the Bureau of the Budget. (See Attachment
C.)
In recommending that the Executive Branch restrict its
support to the two proposals mentioned above, we have
considered many factors, the most important of which are
these:
A loint meeting of the Congress to honor the Apollo
11 astronauts dui-nig ire second week of September
is tentatively planned. That date will undoubtedly
be climactic so far as Congressional expression
regarding Apollo XI is concerned. Some members of
Congress wish to secure action on a Congressional
proposal before the August 13 adjournment -- or on
or before the day of the joint meeting.
Authority exists for the award of other medals.
NASA, for example, can iiaard metals ror ricepfMnal
Service, Exceptional Bravery, Exceptional Scientific
Achievement, Outstanding Leadership and Distinguished
Service. The latter is considered its highest award
and may be given to any person in the Federal service
who, by distinguished service, ability, or courage,
has personally made a contribution representing
substantial progress to aeronautical or space exploration in the interests of the United States. The
contribution must be so extraordinary that other forms
of recognition by NASA would be inadequate. The
President may award the Medal of Freedom "...to any
person who has made an especially meritorious
contribution to (1) the security or national interest
of the United States, or (2) world peace, or
(3) cultural or other significant public or private
endeavors." and the National Medal of Science to
individuals who, in his judgment, are deserving of
special recognition by reason of their outstanding
contributions to knowledge in the physical, biological,
mathematical, or engineering sciences.'
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Space Center through a public subscription drive.
The matter is being discussed and studied for its
legal and related aspects at this time. Any
decision on the provision of facilities may affect
this proposal. For example, if a "Commission" type
bill is enacted, plans for the chapel would
probably be considered by the Commission. Other
relevant considerations would include the role
of the projected Aerospace Museum in Washington
and a legislatively proposed second such museum
on the West Coast, as well as the million visitors
a year to the Kennedy Center.
"Dodd
Res. 140 has assed the Senate
-aliTA:S—p-efidingin tie House.
t provisos or t e
striking of gold medals and their award to each
astronaut (including posthumous awards) who has
flown in outer space. Duplicate bronze medals would
be struck and sold, presumably at a premium, by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
It raises some questions, e.g.: each astronaut
who has flown in space, regardless of whether his
contributionl was routine or outstanding, would
receive a medal but Chaffee, for example, could
not. Additionally, for consideration is whether
proliferation of duplicate medals to the public
would detract from the value and dignity of the
medals awarded.
Respectfully,
Original
L.y
T.O. Paine, Administ
rator
T. 0. Paine
Administrator
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ATTACHMENT
I.

A

MEDALS AND AWARDS
(a)

Con9ressional Medals of Honor
H.R. 16, "Authorizing the President of the United States
to award Congressional Medals of Honor. to Astronauts
Frank Borman, James A. Lovell, Junior, and William A.
Anders."
Sponsor: Mr. Fascell, et.
H.R. 17, "Authorizing the President of the UN.ted States to
award Congressional Medals of Honor to Astronauts Frank
Borman, James A. Lovell, Junior, and William A. Anders."
Sponsor: Mr. Fascell, et. al.
H.R. 204, "Authorizing
to award Congressional
Frank Borman, James A.
Anders."
Sponsor: Mr. Fascell,

the President of the United States
Medals of Honor to Astronauts
Lovell, Junior, and William, A.
et. al.

H.R. 2855, "Authorizing the President of the United States
to award Congressional Medals of Honor to Astronauts Frank
Borman, James A. Lovell, Junior, and William A. Anders."
Sponsor: Mr. Daniels
H.R. 3370, "Authorizing the President of the United States
to award Congressional Medals of Honor to Astronauts Frank
Borman, James A. Lovell, Junior, and William A. Anders."
Sponsor: Mr. Schadeberg
H.R. 3932, "Authorizing the President of the United States
• to award Congressional Medals of Honor to Astronauts Frank
Borman, James A. Lovell and William A. Anders; and to
Astronauts Virgil I. Grissom, Edward H. White II, and
Roger B. Chaffee."
Sponsor: Mr. Fulton (pa.)
S. 1480, "Authorizing the President of the United States
to present, in the name of Congress, the Medal of Honor to Col. Frank Borman, U.S. Air Force; Capt. James Lovell,
U.S. Navy; and Lt. Col. William Anders, U.S. Air Force."
Sponsor: Mr. Yarborough
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(b)

Medals
H.J. Res. 775, "To authorize the President to award
appropriate medals honoring those astronauts whose
particular efforts and contributions to the welfare of
the Nation and of mankind have been exceptionally
meritorious."
Sponsor: Mr. Teague (Tex.)
H.J. Res. 788, "To authorize the President to award
appropriate medals honoring those astronauts whose
particular efforts and contributions to the welfare of
the Nation and of mankind have been exceptionally
meritorious."
Sponsor: Mr. Fulton (pa.)
H.J. Res. 800, "To authorize the President to award
appropriate medals honoring those astronauts whose
particular efforts and contributions to the welfare of
the Nation and of mankind have been exceptionally
meritorious."
Sponsor: Mr. Evans
H.J. Res. 808, "To authorize the President to award
appropriate medals honoring those astronauts whose
particular efforts and contributions to the welfare of the
Nation and of mankind have been exceptionally meritorious."
Sponsot: Mr. Evans
H.R. 6052, "To foster the exploration of outer space by
providing for the award by the President of the United Stat(
in the name of the Congress, of the Congressional Space
Medal to astronauts who contribute thereto."
Sponsor: Mr. Teague (Texas)
H.R. 6055, "To provide for the striking of medals in
honor of Virgil I. Grissom, Edward H. White II, and
Roger B. Chaffee.
Sponsor: Mr. Teague (Texas) and Mr. Fascell
S. 2710, "To provide for the awarding of Congressional Space
Medals to Edwin E. Aldrin, Junior, Neil A. Armstrong,
and Michael Collins."
Sponsor: Mr. Gurney
S. 2711, "To provide for the awarding of Congressional
Space Medals to persons who contribute to .the exploration
of outer Space."
Sponsor: Mr. Gurney
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S.J. Res. 140, "To provide for the striking of medals
in honor of American astronauts who have flown in
outer space."
Sponsor: Mr. Dodd
Awards
H.R. 9799, "To provide for the presentation of an award
in honor of Virgil I. Grissom, Edward H. White II,
and Roger B: Chaffee.
Sponsor: Mr. Teague (Calif.)
H.R. 9802, "To foster the exploration of outer space
by providing for the presentation by the President '
of the United States, in the name of the qongres-6, of
the Congressional Space Award to astronauts who contribute
thereto."
Sponsor: Mr. Teague (Texas) and Mr. Fascell
II.

ERECTION OF MEMORIALS OR OTHER STRUCTURES
H. Con. Res. 8, "To direct the appropriate committees
of .the House of Representatives and the Senate to
consider a memorial to the astronauts who lost their
lives in the line of duty."
Sponsor: Mr. Cramer
H.J. Res. 599, "To provide for the establishment of a
fitting memorial in the nation's Capital to the American
space program and to the brave and dedicated individuals
who carry it forward."
Sponsor: Mr. Roybal
S. 2709, "To authorize the erection of a statue
to commemorate the manned lunar landing and the placing
of the United States flag on the moon."
Sponsor: Mr. Tower

III.

ESTABLISHMENT OF MEMORIAL COMMISSIONS
S.J. Res. 9, "To establish a commission to formulate plans
for a memorial to astronauts who lose their lives in line
of duty in the United States space program."
Sponsor: Mr. Holland
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H.J. Res. 465, "Providing for the establishment of
the Astronauts Memorial Commission to construct and erect
with funds a memorial in the John F. Kennedy Space Center,
Fla., or the immediate vicinity, to honor and commemorate
the men who serve as astronauts in the U.S. space program."
Sponsor: Mr. Frey
H.J. Res. 835, "Providing for the establishment of the
Astronauts Memorial Commission to construct and erect with
funds a memorial in the John F. Kennedy Space Center,
Florida, or the immediate vicinity, to honor and commemorat,
the men who serve as astronauts in the United States space
program."
Sponsor: Mr. Frey, et. al. (Democrat members of the
House Space Committee)
H.J. Res. 836, "Providing for the establishment of the
Astronauts Memorial Commission to construct and erect
with funds a memorial in the John F. Kennedy Space Center,
Florida, or the immediate vicinity, to honor and commemorate the men who serve as astronauts in the United States
space program."
Sponsor: Mr. Frey, et. al. (Republican members of
the House Space Committee.)
H.J. Res. 857, "Providing for the establishment of the
Astronauts Memorial Commission to construct and erect
with funds a memorial in the John F. Kennedy Space
Center, Florida, or the immediate vicinity, to honor
and commemorate the men who serve as astronauts in the
U.S. space program."
Sponsor: Mr. Landgrebe and Mr. Dennis
H.R. 13059, "To require the President to appoint a Moon
Landing Monument Commission, and for other purposes."
(To be located in Washington, D.C.)
Sponsor: Mr. Pucinski
IV.

DESIGNATION OF A HOLIDAY OR SPECIAL WEEK COMMEMORATING THE
LUNAR LANDING
H.J. Res. 810, "Designating the day which Man lands on
the moon, and the anniversary of that day each year
thereafter as a national holiday to be known as "Space
Exploration Day," and for other purposes."
Sponsor: Mr. Tunney
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H.J. Res. 820, "Designating Monday, the 21st of July
1969, a legal public holiday in commemoration of Apollo 11."
Sponsor: Mr. Daniel
H.J. Res. 827, "To provide for the establishment of a
national holiday commemorating man's landing on the moon."
Sponsor: Mr. Wilson (Charles H.)
H.J. Res. 829, "Designating the 21st day of July •in each
year as Lunar Day."
Sponsor: Mr. Dorn
H.J. Res. 837, "Designating the third week in.July of each
year as "National Man in Space Week."
Sponsor: Mr. Price
H.R. 12916, "To make 'Lunar Landing Day' a legal public
holiday."
Sponsor: Mr, Fascell
H.R. 13105, "To provide the Space Exploration Day shall be
a legal public holiday which shall be celebrated on the
third Monday in July."
Sponsor: Mr. McClory
S. 2629, "Designating the 'third Monday in July of each year
a legal public holiday to be known as 'National Achievement
Day.'"
Sponsor: Mr. Hatfield
S. 2672,, "Designating July 20 of each year as a legal public
holiday to be known as 'Moon Landing Day.'"
Sponsor: Mr. Ribicoff
S. 2679, "Designating July 20 of each year as a legal
public holiday to be known as 'Manned Lunar Landing Day.'"
Sponsor: Mr. Byrd (W.Va.)
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V.

EXPRESSIONS OF GRATITUDE TO THOSE INVOLVED IN THE SPACE EFFORT
H.Res. 487, "Expressing the commendation and gratitude
of the House to the men and women of the national space
program on the occasion of the Apollo 11 mission."
Sponsor: Mr. Miller (Calif.), Mr. Teague (Tex.), and
Mr. Fulton (pa.)
H.Res. 489, "Expressing the commendation and gratitude
of the House to the men and women of the national space
program on the occasion of the Apollo 11 mission."
Sponsor: Mr. Teague (Tex.)
S. Res. 224, "Commending the Apollo 11 astronauts on
their successful lunar expedition."
Sponsor: Mr. Mansfield and Mr. Dirksen
S. Res. 225, "Expressing the commendation and gratitude
of the Senate to the men and women of the national space
program on the occasion of the Apollo 11 mission."
Sponsor: Mr. Gurney

VI.

MISCELLANEOUS
H. Res. 479, "Urging all Americans to display the flag
of the United States in honor of the Apollo 11 mission."
Sponsor: Mr. Clark
H.J. Res. 824, "Authorizing the President to proclaim
'Moon Day' and providing for the striking of medals and
for the issuance of a commemorative postage stamp in
honor of Apollo 11."
Sponsor: Mr. Anderson (Calif.)
H.R. 2762, "To provide for the issuance of a special
postage stamp in commemoration of man's first moon-orbit
flight and first escape from earth's gravity."
Sponsor: Mr. Fulton (Pa.)
H.R. 13228, "To provide that the half dollar shall bear
the official symbol of the Apollo 11 flight."
Sponsor: Mr. Casey
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Honorable George P. Miller
Chairman, Committee on Science
and Astronautics
House of Reprerientativos
Washinoton, D.C. 20515

Dear Mx., Chairman:
This responds to Mr. Charles r. Ducandar's request for the
views of the National Aeronautics and SDacc Ministration
on U.J. Rea.' 775, "To authorize the President to award
appropriate mdals honoring those astronauts whose particular
efforts and contributions to the welfare of the Nation and of
mankind have been exceptionally meritorious."
The joint resolution would authorize .the President to award a
medal of appropriate Cosiun to any qstronaut who, in the
performance of his duties, f3holl have -distinguished himself by
exceptional meritorious efforts and contributions to the
welfare of the Nation and of mankind. It would be permanent
legislation covering actions in the future. It would also

authorize the President to award such medals posthumously and
retroactively.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration reco=ends
adoption of the joint resolution.
There are a number of awards for which astronauts, and other
participants in the national space program, are eligible. They
include the Presidentially awarded "Medal of Freedom" and
"National Medal of Science" as well as NASA's medals for
exceptional service, exceptional bravery, exceptional scientific
achievoments outstanding leadership and distinguished si.lrvice.
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The latter, which is generally considered to be NAsA's highest
rice who by
award, is given to any person in the Federal
distinguished service, ability or courage has personally
made a contribution representing substantial progress to
aeronautical or space exploration in the interest of the
United Otates. The contribution must be so extraordinary
that other forms of recognition by NASA would be inadequate.
Individual astronauts have, in the past, qualified for some
of the above-mentioned medals and have been awarded them.
Presumably, those astronauts who also serve in the military are
eligible and may be qualified, from time to time, for military
awards and decorations for deeds incident to their astronautical
activities. Suggestions have been made that certain astronauts
be awarded the Congressional Medal of Honor, the Nation's highest
-military award which is given for "conspicuous gallantry and
intrepidity in combat at the risk of life above and beyond the
call of duty." Up until now, space ey:ploration, although
hazardous, has not been considered an appropriate basis for
that award.
There appears to be no medal which can be used to squarely
recognize the unique role of astronauts and the special kind of
courage that it takes to pit ones life, stamina, intelligence
and experience against the hazards of space exploration. NASA
believes that N.J. Res. 775 provides a proper authorization
Lor such recognition.
If the joint resolution is enacted, it is expected that the
President would call upon the Institute of Heraldry,
United States Army (Sec 10 U.S.C. 4594) to provide
appropriate services in connection with the design of
the medal and that he would requeat the Philadelphia mint
to strike, pursuant to 31 U.S.C. 369, appropriate dies for
the medals so designed.
NASA recognizes that the vork of space exploration is in its
essence a team endeavor involving the dedication of many people
in the military services, in the civilian branches of government
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Lervico and in indust
ry. . Such contributions
are,-:of course,
recognizable under other
awards but, as indicate
d above
it is believed that the
unique status of the as
tronauts
and the unique burden
s placed upon them ju
stify the award
of the special medals
that would be authoriz
ed by the
joint resolution.
. The Bureau of the Budg
et has advised that th
ere would be no
objection to the presen
tation of this report
to the Congress
and that enactment
of N.J. Res. 775 woul
d
be
in accord with
the program of the Presid
ent.
Sincerely yours,

Original signEKI
ober F. AlInutt
Robert,P. Allnutt.
Assistant Administrator
for Legislative Affairs

C/RABuddeke:bss A=2410
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JUL 31 1969
C/aEdmisten:bss 7/31/69
Mr. Wilfred N. Rommel
Assistant Director for
Legislative Referonco
Bureau of the Baeget
Washington, D.C. 20503
Dear Mr. Rommoir
Attached are pro.00sed comments from the Ilational
Aeronautics and Space Administration on n.a.
Res. 035
and U.J. Res, 236, identical bills, "Providing
for
the estublishmont of the Astronauts Mmorial Commi
ssion
to construct and erect with fundi a memorial in the
John F. 1:ennedy S.Dace cc-nter,' Florida, or tha innediate
vicinity, to honor and commemorato tho men ;;1‘4o serve as
astronauts in thci United 5tates cpacp program.
n
This office unc7.erstanda the Bureau of the Budge
t's
position on the co-called astronaut bills vhich have
been intro6uced heretofore, and that the Bureau now
expect:3 to favor only R.J. Res. 775 or similar
legislation.
Bowever, we request that the Bureau carefully con3ider
the possibility of aeopting a favorable view of memorial
legislation similar to H.J. Res. 835 and N.J. Res.
836.
thile M.J. Ros, 775 provides for the award of mcIdala to
inCividual astronnuto, there is no provision for a physical
monument commemorating the contributions of the astronauts
who have participated in the space program for the benefit
of the Nation and mankind. United States citizens and
visitors from other nations would profit from the establishm
ent
of some such mcworial which would provide an oopoztunity for
them to honor the astronauts and to refresh their memory
regarding the historical significance of this Nation's
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exploration o2 outer spaco. We would call attention
partieulz:rly to the fact that H.J. Rog, 835 ami H.J. Rea.
636 wou16 involvo no cost to the tzlxpayer. We would
also cl1 ttention to the fact that every member of
the MUSQ Comlitteo on Science and A*tronautics joined
in sponsoring thesa rocolutions.
In a telephone conversation with CongrGssmn Frey this
deaire
p02:ninu, it vias in6icated to ne that there was
co-sponsor
N.J. Res.
on the part of many other members to
035 and H.J. Res. 336, and to souk pa3sage before the
recess on AuguGt 13, co that some appropriate action.
could bc1 tai= in connection with the Joint Mc:eting or
the House and Sonate to honor the Apollo 11 crew in
Septombor. Congressman Frey further inacated to me
that it was hi$ de5iro to scok to have the Eouse Adminictrativo Committee hold heazings on N.J. Ras. 835 and n.J.
Res. 836 nxtvecik, but that Chaiiman Frank Thompc,on o2
the Subcomattae on Library nnd Mmorials ho.6 indicated to
him that a statement o2 LAW* views on this matter was a
prerequisite to such a hearing.
Sincervly yours,

Robea F. Aflnutt
Robert F. Allnutt
Assistant Administrator
Lor Lcuislative Ziffairs

CATEdraisten:bss 7/31/69

DRAM mem,
024 H.J. ma. 635
AVD IX.J.11.13.s. 236
lionorablemavl V. Friedel
Chairman, Committs,e on B01150
A5zini5tration
flososo of i;epreacntativa
Watlhin9ton. D.C. 20515
Deas Mr, Chairwant
This is in rouponGe to your roquout for cotsmonta fxom the
Patioaai Aeronautics and Spnce Mminiatriltion oniLqrVaRes. 835
;And H.J. Ras* 036‘ idontical billoi "Troviding for tho
ostablhment of the Avtronauts Muorial Cominaion to construct
ana elect with fumla a memorial in th.c.7. Zohrk F. Aonnady P;paco
Cczntor, Floriea, or Ole imceliato vicinity, to honor and
conmemorate the mcn who serve ris autronauta in tho Vnitc.d States
space prograa.*
03S and H.J. itCS4 836 would establich a fivo-runber
Comidaaon, 4pplira by tho Prc5i4ent sand ewpowared to orect
And maintain a memorial on real proporty of the United Stat<lo
at tho John 2'. rkinno4y space Center, Florida, or it3 inmodiato
on
vicinity, in honor of tho Uulted Statea autron6uta. The Comiaa
vould Lo ziuthori7od to determine the fort% and
nonorial, and to accept donation2 of

eJjn of cuch

rcat proporEy and servicoo

to carry out tho viarpozien of tho Act. Any real nroperty of the

•
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United States uhich the Commicuion estarminos, viith Prosidontial
approval, to be a suitablo site for sadh memorial, would bo
transferred without rcimburucrent to the Comnission. The
measure would not authorize.) the appropriation of funds for
the erection or maintenance oZ tho memarial, mnd would provide
that the authority conferred pursu4nt to the joint resolat,ion
woold lapuo unless (1) tho erection of the moroorial xuthorized
therein in col.fne,nced 'within four yea.ro from the date of ito
passage, and (2) before blinning.construction of such memorial,
the Commission certifies that funds aro available in an amount
sufficicrnt to incure conviction o.E.such mmoria1.
Over the past several. years a number of $uwestions have been
made for vayo in which the evlorotion and sacrificos of
astronaots should be officially recognized. Soneations havo
boon Nada that military awardu or tlecovItiono be given
them, that special medals be awarded and that mmorials or other
permanent strtmturos recordinl their work bo erected.
The Vational Actronautica and Stglco Aeministrotion in now on
record vith your Committee as favoring N.J. Res. 775, uhich
mad authorize the Presieent to autard a wee.la/ of appropriate
deniun to any ;4ntronaut who, in the perfoFmanca of.bis dutioa,
fatal,, have i,litingulzhed himaelf by o..;coptionally meritoziouo
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efforts and contributions to the welgare of thetion and
of mankind. It 'would be permanent logialation covering
actions in the future, and would also autherizo the
President to award such medals posthumously and retroactively.
pervanont memorial designed to commomorato the uork of the
astronauts would provide visitor, from thief and other nation6
with a tangible

cminder of the aignificanco of the United States

Apace program and of tho contributions nAde by the astronauts wbo
have purticipated in it.
In view of the forevoin e tilt) National Aeronautics and space
Mministration would intorpoze no objection to the adoption
by the Convmss of 1R.J. I.635 and U,J.Was* 836.
The Bureau of the BuO.got baa advised that, from tho stanapoint
of the AZminiutration's prolram, there ia DO objection to the
atibmission of this roport to the Congrc6s.
Sincerely yours,

'
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Date

TO:

Tom Whitehead

FROM: Peter Flanigan

FYI

Sept. 19, 1969

X

Draft reply
Please Randle
File
Other remarks

(Jon Rose)

TA k'E h'uUSE

ILINOTON
August 11, 1969
To:

Alex Butterfield

From:

C. William O'Neill

NASA Testimony In Executive Session August 5 before the Committee
on Aeronautical and Space Sciences, Dr. Paine headed a detailed NASA
presentation of the alternatives for future planetary and manned flight
programs. Dr. von Braun dealt with a manned expedition to Mars
in the 1980's as a focus for a space program in the 1970's. The
presentation was not a proposed program, but showed what is technically
feasible for the US and USSR. For a manned trip to Mars in 1981, only
the space station/mission module and the space shuttle, which are
common to any future manned flight program, would have to be started
in FY 1971. The Committee was interested in the presentation and in
the new concept of low cost through commonality and reusability of
equipment. Dr. Paine believes that the leaders and most of the Senate
Space Committee members will respond positively to a Presidential
request for a strong space program with clear goals. At Sen. Smith's
suggestion, the transcript of this hearing will be published.
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